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Special Education:
Parents' Peispective

, New York State Commission on Quality of Care
for the Mentally Disabled

This study has been funded by the New York State Developmental Disabilities
Planning Council (DDPC). The views and opinions expressed in this study are
not necessarily those of the DDPC.
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Executive Summary
Education plays a central role in developing academic and social

skills in children to enable them to develop their potential to be
independent ami productive citizens. In school, children learn not
only reading, writing and arithmetic, but also develop their concepts
of heir own self-worth, learn to work with and appreciate the abilities
and differences of others, and form an important part of their charac-
ter.

Children with handicapping conditions have historically been
deprived of the same rights to education and schooling that other
children take for granted. Instead, they have often found themselves
segregated in distant and inferior schools and institutions, and have
been denied many of the educational benefits they need.

Public Law 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped Children
Act, passed in 1975, was intended to guarantee these children a free
and appropriate public education, and strongly encourages
"mainstreaming" these children in public schools. State and federal
laws and regulations create due process procedures to ensure parental
participation in developing their child's educational program, and to
ensure that disagreements between parems and school officials about
a child's diagnosis, needs, or appropriateness of educational and
related services can be resolved.

There are over a quarter of a million school age children with
handicapping conditions who attend special education programs in
New York State. These children comprise approximately 9 percent
of the student population and, in school year 1987-88, special edu-
cation programs for these children cost almost $3 billion. Local
school districts (48 percent) and the State (45.7 percent) fund the bulk
of these costs, with county governments (3.5 percent) and the federal
government (2.8 percent) picking up the rest.

The Federal Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of
Rights Act requires states to designate an independent agency to
provide protection and advocacy services to people with develop-
mental disabilities tc help them secure the benefits of laws and
programs enacted for their benefit. Many children with handicapping
conditions are "developmentally disabled" and thus eligible for as-
sistance from protection and advocacy programs in securing their
rights to a free and appropriate public education.

Lr New York State, the Protection and Advocacy Program is
administered by the Commission on Quality of Care for the Mentally
Disabled. it has been the experience in New lork State and elsewhere
in the country that representing children in special education matters



comprises approximately 40 percent of the Pi otection and Advocacy
case load.

In 1987, the New York State Developmental Disabilities Planning
Council, concerned about barriers to integration, independence and
productivity of citizens with developmental disabilities, provided a
grant to the Commission to conduct a study of the systemic problems
encountered by children widl handicapping conditions and their
parents in securing a free, rppropriate public education. In conducting
this study, the Commission designed a survey of parents of school
aged children with disabilities to identify the pmblems they have
encountered, and to obtain their perceptions of the implementaion
of Public Law 94-142 in the 15 years since this law was enacted.

Methodology
The survey relied upon an instrument sent to parents on the

mailing lists of parent groups, statewide disability groups and Pro-
tection and Advocacy offices. While the 1,486 usable responses
received constitute one of the largest statewide surveys of parents
ever conducted, it is important to note that this is not a random sample.
The strength of this study is that it represents the opinions of informed
and involved parents, many of whom have availed themselves oi-the
procedures for parental participation in decision making and who are
therefore well qualified to comment on the workings of the law. The
weakness of the sample is that there was a low response rate from
New York City, an area of the State which has long been plagued by
severe problems in the system of special education (See, e.g., Jose P.
v. Ambach, 557 F. Supp. 1230 (E.D.N.Y. 1983); Board of Education
v. Ambach, 628 F. Supp. 972 (E.D.N.Y. 1986); Burr v. Ambach, 863
F. 2d 1071 (2d Cir. 1988), vacated, 109 S.Ct. 3209, reaffirmed oz
reconsideration sub nom. Burr v. Sobol, 888 E 2d 258 (2d Cir. 1989),
cert. denied, 58 U.S.L.W. 3545 (Feb. 26, 1990)). The findings of this
study, therefore, may not be representative of the actual conditions
in New York City and should be read with caution.

The survey focused on four areas:

the degree of parental involvement in and satisfaction with their
child's educational program;

the extent of integration of children with disabilitiec and the
provision of "related services;"

III the effectiveness of dispute resolution measures; and
III the extent to Mich variables such as geography, age and nature

of the handicapping condition of the child affected educational
placements, availability of related services and parental satisfac-
tion.

s
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Findings

Overall Satisfaction Levels
The majority (64 percent) of parents were satisfied or very

latisfied with their child's educational program, while 17 percent
were "neutral" (Report p. 14, Figure 7). Only 19 percent of the parents
reported being dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

A number of parents commented that while they are currently
satisfied, it took considerable effort to obtain a satisfactory educa-
tional program, an effort that must be renewed whir each new school
year. Other parents commented on the outstanding efforts of their
school district or their child's teacher in meeting their child's needs.

Satisfaction levels varied significantly by the type of disability,
with parents of children with physical disabilities being the most
satisfied (75 percent), while those whose children had learning dis-
abilities were the least satisfied (57 percent) (Figure 9).

The generally high satisfaction rates were consistent across place-
ment types but differed significantly based on the age of the children
and the rural/non-rural location. Parents of children in lower grades
were more satisfied than those of high school students (67 percent
vs. 58 percent), probably reflecting dissatisfaction with access to or
quality of vocational e, cation (Report pp. 15-16). Parents in rural
areas were less satisfied than parents in non-rural artia (60 percent
vs. 66 percent), probably reflecting the fewer program options in rural
areas which have smaller numbers of students with similar educa-
tional needs (Report p. 15).

The three most common concerns raised by parents were (Figure
8):

IN lack of personal attention/education (19 percent);

not enough time spent with non-handicapped children (18 per-
c:nt);

I inadequate teacher training (18 percent).

Integration/Mainstreaming
New York State ranks highest among the states for the percentage

of children with handicapping conditions who are segregated from
other children (Repoit p. 20, Figure 10). Similar to statewide place-
ment patterns, the children in our sample were often in separate
educational settings (Figure 6):

Eight (8) percent were in a regular classroom;

Twenty-four (24) percent were in a regular class with part of the
day spent in a resource room or special class;

N Thirty-four (34) percent were in a full-time special class;

N Twelve (12) percent were in a private day school;
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= Ten (10) percent were in a BOCES program;

II Three (3) percent were in a residential placement.

The Commission found a high degree of correlation between
parental satisfaction and the extent to which children are in less
restrictive placements. Parents cf children in a regular class had the
highest levels of satisfaction with the locat'..3n of their child's educa-
tion program(84 percent) and indicated they would chcose it again.
Parents with children in a BOCES or special class outside the rchool
district were the least satisfied (35 percent and 15 percent, respec-
tively) (Report pp. 20-21, Figure 11). Parents generally expicssedi.
preference for a less restrictive placement than the one their child was
receiving, with the exception of parents whose children 'were in
residential placements, who were generally satisfied (64 percent).

Forty-±wo (42) percent of the parents reported that their children
had no academic interaction with non-handicapped children (Figure
15) and 24 permt had nc social interaction (Figure 16). The extent
of academic and social segregation increa.ses from elementary school
(40 percent and 21 percen:, respectively) to high school (52 percent
and 34 percent, respectively).

Parents from rural areas report more academic and social inter-
action with non-handicapped peers (38 percent and 47 percent, re-
spectively) than parents in non-rural areas (28 percent and 34 percent,
respectively) (Report p 27).

Children with mental disabilities and multiple handicaps have
significantly less academic and social integration than children with
learning disabilities ar physical disabilities (Report pp. 27-28, Fig-
ures 17 and 18). Parental satisfaction is significantly correlated with
the increased academic and social interaction their children have with
non-handicapped peers (Report p. 28, Figures 19 and 20). However,
parental satisfaction is also influenced by the availability of services
their children require, which might explain why parents of children
from rural areas, who have more academic and soc:al interaction, are
nevertheless less satisfied than parents in non-rurai areas.

Related Services
Schools are required by law to provide children with related

services which are necessary to enable them to benefit from their
educational program. The ! .ost frequently required related serv'.. ;es
for children in our s; nple (Figure 21) were:

speech therapy (55 percent);

occupational therapy (38 percent);

IN physical therapy (29 percent);

aide (26 percent);

psychological services (21 percent).

, ,
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One-quarter of the parents reported that these recommended
services weze not provided, usually because of the lack of available
specialists. This lack of professionals sometimes forced parents to
choose between integrated placements without necessary related
services ,a,id a segregated placement where such services weremoret
likely to be available. In addition, the survey revealed that 26 percent
of the chikken had to travel between one and two hours a day and
over 8 percent spent over two hours getting to and from their
educational placements.

Dispute Resolution
In order to minimize disagreements, the law requires parental

parEcipation in the development of the children's Individualized
Educational Program (IEP), which identifies the types of services and
placements needed. The law provides for an extensive due process
procedure, including impartial hearings o resolve disputes.

Eighty-five (85) percela of the parents in our sample reported
attending tneir child's IEP meeting. Of those who did not atten.1, 79
percent reported that the time was inconvenient.

Notwithstanding the high level of attendance, a significant num-
ber of parents reported that their input was not desired and that the
IEPs were not individualized.

Parents generally reported a need for more information about
their rights, about the laws and regulations, and about the availability
of advocacy services (Report pp. 33-34).

The most frequent areas of disagreement reported were:

placement (34 percent);

II appropriateness of special education services (31 percent);

related services (22 percent);

II identification of handicap (17 percent);

I procedural issues (14 percent).

Parents of children with learning disabilities reported the most
frequent problems in the area of appropriate special edu, tional
services (38 percent), identification of handicaps (25 percent), and
procedural issues (19 percent), pmbably reflective of the broadrange
of needs encompassed by the label "learning disabilities."

Partnts of children with multiple handicaps had the most frequent
problems with placements (38 percent) and related services (24
percent) (Report pp. 34-35).

Parents reported using a variety of methods to resolve disputes
(Figure 22), most of them informal, and most disputes were either
fully or partially resolved through these informal means (Report pp.
36-37). Only 11 perceat of these parents resorted to impartial hear-
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ings, appeals to the Commissioner (5 percent), civil rights complaints
(4 percent) or litigation (3 percent).

Consistent with the findings of other studies, 53 percent of the
parents involved in fair hearings did not think their hearing was fair,
with 88 percent of those who were unsuccessful at the hearings
holding this view, while 61 percent who were somewhat successful
shared this opinion. kmong the reasor.s given for this perception of
unfairness were:

lack of impartiality of the hearing officer (65 percent);

the school disnict chooses the hearing officer (60 percent);

the school district is represented by an attorney while the parent
is not (24 percent).

Conclusion
It is apparent from the fmdings of this survey that there are

positive signs that New York State has made progress in improving
educational services to children with handicapping conditions, which
is reflected in the significant satisfaction levels reported by parents
in cur survey. Parents appear to be availing themselves of the oppor-
tunities to attend and participate in the development of their children '.,
eductaional programs, and utilizing boot formal and informal dispute
resolution mechanisms to achieve sa6sfactory educational programs
for their children.

At the same time, it is ,evident that mu,:h remains to be done. New
York State has been slower than other sums to integr:.te children with
disabilities into academic and social settings with non-handicapped
peers. Indeed, in the 15 years since ele passage of PL 94142, the
proportion of children with handiapping conditions who are edu-
cated in segregated environments has remained virtually unchanged.
(New York State Education Department, Information Center for
Education, 1975-1976). This legacy of segregation still haunts the
special education system, znd most particularly hurts children with
mental disabilities or multiple handicaps. Parents of the children who
are most likely to be segregated and deprived of opportunities for
academic and social interaction with non-handicapped peers are the
least likely to be satisfied with special z:ducation programs.

The depth of these parents' feelings is perhaps most poignantly
demonstrated in the numerous personal stories th-A were appended to
the survey forms returned to the Commission. Their voices cry out
for a raised level of expectation regarding the performance of special
education programs, PT a more vigorous attempt to open regular
schools, regular classes, regular teachers, and regular resources to
provide more regular lives for these special children. In particular,
them is a strong need to provide greater stability and continuity in the
educational placemerts and programs for these children. All children
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are part of the future, and all children, including those with disabili-
ties, need to be prepared while in school to live, work, socialize and
learn with and from one another in a more integrated world. .

To this end, the Commission has offered a number of recommen-
dations.

A draft of this report has been shared with the Commissioner of
Educadon whose response is appended to this report.

(lAttw 77--alus,--
Clarence J. Sundram
Chairman

,,,Lae?-,174---
Irene L Platt
Commissioner

VeiLA,.
s A. Cashen

Commissioner
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1987, the New York State Developmental Disabilities Planning
Council (DDPC) provided a grant to the New York State Com-

mission on Quality of Care for the Mentally Disabled to conduct an
analysis of problems encountered by persons with developmental
disabilities as a basis for future collaborative efforts between the
DDPC and the Commission. Both agencies share a concern in ad-
dressing obstacles to integration, independence, and productivity of
the developmentally disabled population.

As the first activity of this project, the Commission comp!cted a
statistical analysis of its Protection and Advocacy Program for Per-
sons With Developmental Disabilities (PADD). This analysis showed
that education issues were the most common problems brought by
individuals using the PADD program.

Upon completion of this analysis, an in-depth review of the
Commission's PADD caseload was undertaken to identify the spe-
cific problems encountered by parents in their attempts to assure their
child a free, appropriate public education (FAPE), as guaranteed by
Public Law 94-142. Based upon this review, the Commission decided
to conduct a statewide survey of parents of school age& child= with
disabilities in order to determine if these problems were systemic in
nature, and to obtain additional information as to parents' perceptions
of the implementation of PL 94-142.

Background

PL 94-142.
Regarded by many as a "Bill of Rights" and one of the major

entitlements for children with handicapping conditions and their
parents, Public Law 94-142 was passed in 1975 by the U.S. Congress
to give every eligible student with a disability the right to a free and
appropriate public education.

1 For purposes of this report, unless otherw: ;e indicated, school agcd refers to children age 5-21.

,
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PL 94-142, considered to be the most comprehensive education
law in history, is permanently authorized and requires the U.S.
Department of Education to submit an annual report to Congress to
provide a profile on issues relative to its implementation. Today, more
than a decade since the passage of the law, there seems to be evidence
of strong bi-partisan support from Congress and local school district
officials for its provisions.

Programmatically, PL 94-142 requires school districts to identify
children that may be eligible for special education and to assess each
child in order to formulate an individualized education program
(IEP).2 This program is required to ensure that each child is placed
in the least restrictive environment (LRE) and is provided related
services that may be necessary to allow the child to b.merit from
his/her special education. PL 94-142 further mandates that school
districts work cooperatively with parents to develop the child's
education program, and provides parents with the ability to resolve
complaints or disputes about their child's educational program
through an impartial grievance procedure.

The Special Education System in New York State.
Within the New York State Education Department (SED), the

Office for the Education of Children With Handicapping Conditions
(OECHC) is charged with ensuring the provision of a free and
appropriate public education to all New York State school aged
children identified as having a handicapping condition. For the school
year 1987-88, OECHC figures show it to have been responsible for
283,889 children age 3-21, which means that New York State's
special education system in its size alone is third behind only Cali-
fornia and Texas. The number of children identified by OECHC to
be in need of special education services represents 9.2 percent of the
total number of school aged children in New York State3 (see Figure
1).

New York State classifies its special educaticn population accord-
ing to 11 categories specified in Part 200 of the Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education. Learning disabled students comprise by
far 'he largest group of eligible handicapped students (55 percent).
Students with em )tional disturbances make up the second largest
group (16 percent), followed by children with speech impairments
(12 percent), children with mental retardation (9 percent), and chil-

2 Italicized words are defined in the glossary.
3 As reported in the Eleventh Annual Report to Congress, approximately 4.5 million students

received special education services nationwide in 1987-88, or 11 percent of the total school
population.
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Figure 1: Number of Children
in Need of Special Education Services

in New tfork State 1987-1988

Source: NYS Education D?partment, Office
for the Education of Children with
Handicapping Conditions
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Disabled 55%
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Mentally R3tarded 9%

Multiply
Handicapped 4%

Other 4%

dren with multiple handicaps (4 percent). Children identified as
"other health impaired," deaf, hard of hearing, visually impaired and
autistic each represent less than 1 percent of the total special educa-
tion population in New York State.

Financing the education of children with handicapping condi-
tions is the responsibility of federal, state, local and county govern-
ments. According to OECHC statistics for the 1987-88 school year,
funds expended on special education amounted to nearly $3 billion,
or approximately 16 percent of monies spent on elementary and
secoadary education in New York State.

By far the largest share of special educatiud funding in New York
State is carried by local districts (48 percent) and the State (45.7
percent), while federal assistance amounts to 2.8 percent and the
county contribution (for Early Childhood Programs and Summer
School) amounts to 3.5 percent (Source: New York State Plan for
Education of Children With Handicapping Conditions 1990-1992)
(see Figure 2).

In most cases, children identified as eligible for special education
5ervices are educated in the State's system of public. and non-public
schools. According to Article 89 of the Education Law, local school
districts are responsible for providing special education programs and
related services deemed necessary for the child to benefit education-
ally. Presently, there are 723 school districts in New York State.

3



Figure 2: Special Education Funding
in New York State, Fiscal year 1987
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Source: NYS Education Department Office
for the Education of Children with
Handicapping Conditions

State
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According to October 1, 1989 statistics compiled by the U.S.
Office of Special Education Programs, New York State reported that
only 8 percent of all children with handicapping conditions were
served in regular classes receiving related services only, and 37
percent were receiving additional help in resource rooms, while-. 39
percent were in full-time special classes, 8 percent in public segre-
gated facilities, 6 percent in private segregated facilities and 1 per-
cent in rsidential facilities.

Review of the Literature.
Based on issues that were typically .)resented to the

Commission's PADD offices, the Commission examined previous
studies dealing specifically with PL 94-142 provisions regarding
children's placement in the least restrictive environment, comprehen-
sive assessments and evaluations, parental participation in the IEP
development, and due process procedures. Thc following is a sum-
mary of these studies.

II Parental Opinions/Knowledge.
The provisions of PL 94-142 guarantee parents of children with hand-
icapping conditions a collaborative role in planning their child's special
education. While a recent nationwide poll (Harris, 1989) found that
more than 75 percent of the parents sampled are satisfied with their
child's education program, it also stated that more than 60 percent had

0 I



little or no knowledge of the rights given to them by this law. The Hanis
report also stated that only 22 percent of parents sampled belong to
gmups that can inform them of their rights or help them with a pmblem.
Similarly, Singer and Butler (1987), in a collaborative study of five
national metmpolitan school districts, reported that more than 80 per-
cent of the parents were satisfied with the overall education their child
receives, while less than 50 percent of the parents sampled had attended
their child's most recent IEP conference. t.li m this relatively high
s atisfaction but low involvement level, Singer and Butler suggested that
it was possible that parents may not wish to become more involved in
o:r informed about the educational process because "they like what they
are getting". The authors do, however, point out that involvement and
interest in their child's education seems to be related to socioeconomic
factors, i.e., the vast majority of their subjects were low income parents
and close to one-half of the mothers of the special education students
never giaduated from high school. With increased affluence and edu-
cation, involvement in the child's educational program and scrutiny of
what was being offered by the school district increased. Being a member
of a parent group a1s1 was directly related to the patents' ability or
willingness to question what kind of educational services were being
offered to the child.

U Integration.
A section of PL 94-142 specifically states that "...to the maximum
extent appropriate, handicapped children...am educated with children
who are not handicapped, and that special classes, separate schooling,
or Wier removal of handicapped children from the regular educational
environment occurs only when the nature or severity of the handicap is
such that education in regular classes with the use of supplementary
P.! is and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily." Several studies
have been undertaken on the implementation of this provision. Reports
of parent attitudes about the integration of their child reveal a substantial
amount of ambiguity. Turnaill, Winton, Blacher and Salkind (1983)
found the greatest benefits identified by parents of handicapped chil-
dmn who were mainstreamed were social outcomes, wivreas the great-
est dravbacks were perceived to be in instructional areas. Hovejsi
(1975) states that parents fear that the child will receive an inappropriate
education in a less restrictive setting, but also notes that some parents
reject special placements because of the stigma attached. These parents
apparently tend to equate educational and social success with a regular
class and failtire with the more restrictive setting like special schools or
msidential schools.

It should also be noted herc that Turnbull et, al. (1983) fnund that
parents were concerned that their child might not receive sufficient
specialized treatment in an integratoi setting which might be available
in a self-contained program. According to the Tenth Annual Report to
Congress on the flucation For All Handicapped Children Act (EHA),
specialists am most needed in the areas of physical therapy (18 percent),
occupational therapy (16 pcment) and audiology (15 percent).

5
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Evaluations/Assessments.
The literature on procedural issues, such as school district evaluations
or parental involvement in decision-making, is quite extensive and,
occasionally, blunt. For example, Ysseldyke, Algozzine (1983) state
that "evaluation systems produce results barely more accurate than the
tlip of a coin," while Wang and Reynolds (1983) suggest that "arbitrary
systems of student classificanon such as those imposed by the New
York State Education Department are labeled a Catch 22.".

Salvia and Ysseld)ke (1978) have pointed out that a number of the
popular assessment devices used by special educators are technically
inadequate, and Ysseldyke and Algozzine (1980) suggest that increased
attention be given during both in-service and pre-service training to the
importance of technical adequacy of devices for use in decision-mak-
ing.

Studying test administration, White and Calhoun (1987) found that
academic screening was viewed as a means of corroborating referral
decisions. The authors found that testing does not drive decisions but
is driven by decisions. Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Richey and Graden
(1982) support this statement. After analyzing videotapes of evaluafion
meetings, they concluded that "it looks as if decision-makers use
assessment data to support and justify decisions independent of the
data."

IN Parental Participation.
A national study done by the Research Triangle Institute itported that
70 percent of the parents did not contribute towards tl preparation of
the IEP. Other studies found that while parent attendance at IEP
meetings may be fairly high, parent participation in decHon-making is
% ery limited. Goldstein, Strickland, Turnt ::, and Curry (1982) agree,
saying that parent contribution dming IEP meetings is mainly on
personal or family issues rather than education issues such as evalua-
tion, placement or cuniculum.

An observational study by Ysseldyke, Algozzine and Mitchell (1982)
of 34 IEP meetings found that the purpose of the meeting was stated in
only 35 percent of the cases; in only 12 percent was there notice of what
decisions were to be made; parents were never asked what their under-
standing of the meeting was or their expectations of the conference;
parental input was only requested occasionally and usually to obtain
verification of an observed problem or behavior; in only 27 percent of
the meetings was the language used judged t be at a level the parent
would understand.

While most reports about decision-making suggest that up to half of
the parents fail to participate, they also show that parents feel intimi-
dated or are provided with only limited opportunity to participate. A
Michigan study found that the school districts failed to inform parents
of their own and their children's rights (Halpcm, 1982), and that parents
generally learned about these rights from other parents or from advo-
cacy groups.

r.
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II Due Process.
PL 94-142 includes pmvisions for resolving complaints that parents
may have concerning the education of their child. Due process hearings
were initially viewed as a "means of providing ttlatively informal,
inexpensive and pmmpt remedy when agreement could not be reached
in the educational planning process." (Clune and VanPelt, 1985). Sev-
eral studies, however, suggest that these hearings have taken on the
climate or characteristics of the judicial proceedings thzy tried to
replace and may involve considerable financial cost (Budoff and
Orenstein, 1982). Evidence also indicates that legal or advocate repre-
sentation is essential for both parties, especially in complicated cases.
Such representation would also equalize the perceived imbalance be-
tween parents and the schools in the hearing case. Romno (1982),
however, reported that school administrators found that legal represen-
tation may be responsiae for the occurrence of an adversarial climate.

Studi on the fairness of due process hearings mainly focused on the
extent t hich involved parties believe that they have been accorded
their legal rights, whether they believe they were treated equitably and
whether they think that hearing decisions were based on the evidence
presented. Goldberg (1985) four i that, while 90 percent of school
administratois believed that the hearings had been conducted fairly,
only 50 percent of the parents thought so and 40 petcent said that the
hcarings were totally or substantially unfair. Romano (1982) reported
that 35 7._ meat of the parents studied disputed the fairness of the hearing
ofEctr. While one-third of parents studied by Simpson (1984) indicated
that the hearing, regardless of the outcome, had not been conducted
fairly by the hearing officer, Goldberg (1985) found a significant
correlation between the perception of procedural fairness and heating
outcome.

Commission Study
The purpose of this study was to examine how parents of children

with handicapping conditions in New York State perceive the state
of special education in light of the more than a decade old provisions
of PL 94-142. It should be mentioned, however, that study methods
were driven, in part, by time and resource limitations, and that the
Commission decided to reach parents primarily through the mailing
lists of parent groups, statewide disability groups, and PADD offices.
While this process did not rely upon a random parent sample, the
strength of the study is that it represents the opinions of informed and
involved parents of children receiving special education, many of
whom have availed themselves of the procedures for parental partic-
ipation in decision-making and are therefore qualified to commem
on how well the law works. The opinions of this informed and
involved group of parents, the Commission believes, are useful in
shedding light on the successes of New York State in implementing
PL 94-142 and in identifying areas which need further Attention.

7



Study Objectives.
The Commission gathered specific information in four areas:
1. The degree to which parents of children with handicapping

conditions are involved in and satisfied with their child's
education program;

2. Parental perception of the degree to which New York State is
ensuring children with disabilities a free, appropriate pub-
lic education. Specific questions were developed to focus
on issues involving services in the least restrictive environ-
ment, provision of related services ar.d procedural issues
concerning the delivery of such services;

3. The effectiveness of due process procedures in resolving par-
ental complaints ermcerning their child's special education
program. Questions were developed to assess the degree to
which parents are informed or aware of their children's
rights, the means utilized for resolving complaints and the
degree to which parents are represented in due process pro-
ceedings; and

4. General demographics to help determine whether the prob-
lems identified by the Commission's PADD program are
systemic in nature or are relatzd to such variables as geog-
raphy, the nature of the handicapping condition or age of
the child.

Methods

Survey Instrument.
In order to reach a substantial number of parents of school aged

children within a limited amount of time, the Commission decided
to conduct the survey using a mailed questionnaire. In cousulta6on
with the PADD regional offices, sch:iol personnel, and parent and
disability group representatives, a Special Education Survey for
Parents instrument (Appendix A) was developed to gather informa-
tion in the four areas previously identified. Prior to its distribution,
the Commission pilot tested the questionnaire on members of four
parent and disability groups.

Parents Surveyed.
In conducting the survey, questionnaires were mailed to parents

who were memhors of statewide disability groups, regional parent

l' "-
,:. 'd
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gronps and parents who had sought assistance from the Corn-
misJion's regional PADD offices. The Commission received 1,486
usable responses.4 Tne number of respondents provides for one of
the largest statewide surveys of parents regarding special education
ever conducted. (Appendix B represents a list of participating orga-
nizations and a breakdown of the number of questionnaires distrib-
utx1 by each group.)

Sam le Characteristics

Geographic Distribution.
Wenty-six (26) percent of the responses came from Western New

York, 25 percent from Central New York, 24 percent from the Hudson
Valley Region, 11 percent from Long Island, 9 percent from New
York City, and 4 percent from the North Country.

Types of Disabilifies.
By far the largest percentage of parents sampled indicated that

they have a child with multiple hat 3caps (42 percent). The second
largest disability group of the sample, according to the respondents,
comprised children with learning disabilities (29 percent) while
children with mental retardation represented 9 percent of the sample.
Next were children with autism (5 percent) and children with visual
impairments (4 percent). Children with speech impairments, emo-
tional disturbances and orthopedic impairments each represent 3 per-
cent, and "other health impaired" children comprise 2 percent.

For purposes of analysis and discussion, the Comir'ssion decided
to categorize the 11 types of handic. pping conditions into four
groups. While children with learnirj disabilities and multiple hand-
icaps each remained an autonomous group, children with mental
retardation, autism and emotional disturbances were combined into
a "mental disability" group. Children ,-ho are either deaf, hard of
hearing, orampedically impaired, visuaay impaired or "other health
impaired" make up the "physical/sensory impairment" group (see
Fi;ire 3).

When survey responses within groups were distinctly different,
these distinctions are noted in the report.

4 Throughout this report, the number (N) of respondents for the figures and tables represents the
number of parents who responded to individual survey items.

r
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Figure 3
Combined Disability Groups/Sample
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Age.
Forty-eight (48) percent of the responses were from parents of

elementary age 0-11) children, 21 percent of middle school age
(12-14) children and 31 percent of high school age (15+) children.5

A breakdown of age groups according to handicapping --mdition
showed that children for the different disability groups were similarly
distributed for age 5-11 and 12+ groups, with the exception of ,-aech
impaired children, which were predominantly (93 percent) in the 5-11
age group.6

Placement.
Parents reported that 8 percent of their children were placed in a

regular classroom receiving related services only, with another 24
percent getting theh education in a combination of regular class,
resource room or part-time special class. The largest percentage of
children (34 percent) were idendfied by their parents as being placed
in a full-time special class, with ai.her 10 percent attending a

5 SED age categories are somewhat different, sample percentages for age 5-11 and age 12+,
however, only differ by 3 percent each from those of SED.

6 A recent study by the Robert Woods Johnson Foundation (Singer, Butler) found that children
with speech impairments were the most likely to be reclassified, usually as learning disabled, in
later years.
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Figure 4
Geographic Distribution/

New York State and Sample
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BOCES Center program. Twelve (12) percent were in a private day
school and 3 percent L. a residential facility.

As shown, our sample diffe--ed in several respects from the actual
total population of children with handicapping conditions in New
York State schools, however, theqe differences may have been largely
influenced by our sampling techniques.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the geographic distribution for
children with handicapping conditions in New York State to that
reported byi ,rents in our sample. Differences range from 0.4 percent
to 30.6 percent, with the percentage of responses from the North
Country resembling most closely SED statistics, and the percentage
of responses from New York City accour *-1g for the greatest discrep-
ancy.

Figure 5 represents the sample and New York State distribution
of handicapping conditions. The single most striking difference is
between sample and SED statistics for children identified as "multi-
p1y handicapped. fa

Figure 6 shows that sample placement statistics are similar to
those reported by SED.

7 See page 13 for discussion.
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Figure 5
Comparison of Children with Disabilities
in the Survey and Total New York State

Children with Disabilities in
New York State, School Year 1987-88

[N=283,889]
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Figure 6
Educational Placements/

New York State and Sample

Placements, NYS Education Department
School Year 1987-88k
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Limitations of the Study
Whik choosing to access parents through disability groups, the

Commission was conscious of the fact that the varying numbers of
parents affiliated with these groups could affect the data, since the
variables studied might be influenced by the handicapping condition
of the child. In order to compensate for this limitation of the study,
however, most data were analyzed according to disability as well.

Furthermore, the utilization of the mailing lists of PADD offices
tends to influence the composition of the study sample, since parents
assisted by these offices, by definition, may have had a problem with
a school eistrict at one point.

In addition, respondents from New York City were significantly
u .derrepresented in relation to actual representation, and study find-
ings, therefore, may not be representative of special education in New
York City. .

Finally, upon analyzing the returned survey instruments, it be-
came apparent that many parents may have misinterpreted the ques-
tion dealing with the classification of their child's handicapping
condition. The Commission had sought to identity children who were
identified by the Committees on Special Education (CSE) as multiply
handicapped. By defmition, the CSE has to identify a child as
"multiply handicapped" if the child has two or more of the primary
handicapping conditions specified in PL 94-142, the combination of
which C2 uses educational problems which cannot be accommodated
in a spixial education program solely for one of the impairments.
Analyzing the responses, it became evident that some parents
checked multiple handicaps they perceive their child as having,
regardless of the severity and/or relation to a CSE designation. For
statistical purposes, however, the Commission decided to treat all
responses indicating "multiply handicapped" or niore than one dis-
ability as "multiply handicapped".
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Chapter 2

Findings

Parental Satisfaction With Education
Program

Perhaps the most important question this survey wanted to answer
was how satisfied parents of children with handicapping conditions
were with their child's special education program. The data showed
that only 19 percent of the parents were iery dissatisfied or dissatis-
fied, while the majority of parents (64 percent', indicated that they
were satisfied or very satisfied with their child's education program.
The remaining 17 percent said that they were "neutral" (see Figure
7).

While national studies (Singer and Butler, 1987; Harris, 1988)
found parents to be generally more satisfied (86 percent and 75

Figure 7
Parental Satisfaction

with Education Program*

Satisfied

Neutral

`Parents were asked: How satisfied are
you with you: child's school program?

14
cf.-a
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percent, respectively), there were important differences in study
methods and instruments, which may help to explain the differing
results. other studies, interviews were used rather than mailed
questionnaires, no neutral response options were given, and parents
were sampled randomly and were generally less informed about the
special education process than the Commission's sample.

In looking at the satisfaction data, it should be noted that a number
of parents sampled commented that, while they are satisfied now, they
had to advocate for their child for years in order to get an appropriate
program or services. "...having a child in special education is a never
ending uphill battle because of lack of effort by the school district to
look for what is best for the child." "...each year is a continuing
struggle for the educational goals to be recognized by the district. We
had to use two outside evaluations to convince the district!" On the
other hand, however, some satisfied parents complimented the out-
standing efforts by their school district or their child's teacher.

When comparing parent satisfaction with their child's education
program acconling to placements, satisfaction percentages were
similar for programs in regular classes (63 percent), full-time special
classes (60 percent) and BOCES° (59 percent), while parents whose
children were in a private day school were most often satisfied with
their child's education program (84 percent).

The responses of parents from rural9 areas differed significantly
in regard to satisfaction with their children's education program
(Chi-square = 11.6, df = 5, p ,w with 60 percent of parents from
raral areas stating that they are satisfied, compared to 66 percent in
non-rural areas (rural 26 percent dissatisfied, non-rural 18 percent
dissatisfied). Some comments indicated that children in rural areas
have less program options than those in non-rural areas. It appears
that because of small numbers of children with the same educational
needs in rural areas, appropriate specialized programs may not be
available and the child may be placed into existing programs without
a icquate support services.

Significant differences in program satisfaction were also noted
between percentages of parents of high school children who ex-

8 Boards of Cocperative Educational Services (BOCES) provide a variety of vocational and
special education programs and services. Local public schools may contract with BOCES in
conjunction with neighboring districts. BOCES supervised programs may be located in a
central BOCES facility or may be housed in local public schools. (For purrAist s of this report,
BOCES refers to a BOCES central facility.)

9 For purposes of this report, "rural" was determined to mean a district with less Wan or equal to
15 pupils per square mile.

10 Throughout this report, the term "significant" is used to denote analyses that are statistically
significant at or below the .05 level of confidence.
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Age: 29
Classification: Learning Disabled
Placement. Special class in home district

'As my child nears the end (7une

1989) of his eftgibility for a free public

school' education, I (save bun concerned

with the relevancy of that education to

his life after receiving his IT.2 diploma.

Although he has had special. education

vocational training, his choice of what

vocationa: training was very limited

None of those chokes were appropriate

for him wul it became a matter of citoos.

ing the best of several' poor choices. 'There

should be more of an effort to match spe.

cid education students to more a p.

propriate choices rather than trying to fit

them aff into food service, laundry or

janitorial training.'

pressed satisfaction and those of children in lower grades (Chi-
square = 13.6, df = 4, p < .05), with 67 percent of parents of children
in the lower grades stating that they are satisfied, compared to 58
percent of high school children (5-14 age group 17 percent
dissatisfied; 15+ age group 24 perceng: dissatisfied). These dif-
ferent satisfaction levels possibly can be explained by comments
made by parents of high school children which range from frustra-
tion about their children getting no vocational education to unhap-
piness about the quality of vocational education. The following
statements express the feelings of many parents, "...it is hard to get
the idea across that cleaning rest rooms and cafeterias is not the only
work special education students can do," "...child gets vocational
program that is available, regardless of what the child needs" (see
parent comment at left).

One of the survey questions asked parents to indicate possible
concerns they may have (had) about their child's education pro-
gram. The most frequently mentioned responses were "lack of
personal attention/education" (19 percent), "inadequate teacher
training" (18 percent), or "not enough time spent with non-hand-
icapped children" (18 percent) (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Reasons for Concern*
[N=1486]
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Figure 9
Satisfaction with Education Program*

By Disability
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Satisfaction With Education Program By Disability.
While similar numbers of parents of children with multiple

handicaps and those of children with single disabilities expressed
satisfaction with education programs (66 percent and 63 percent,
respectively), the Commission found significant differences (Chi-
square = 22.9, df = 12, p< .05) when comparing parents of children
with different types of disabilities. Parents of a child with a physi-
cal/sensory impairment were most often satisfied (75 percent), fol-
lowed by parents of children with a mental disability or multiple
handicaps (66 percent). Parents of a child with a learning disability
were least likely to be satisfied (57 percent) (see Figure 9). The largest
differences within a dis:thility category were found among parents of
children with mental disabilities, with the largest percentage of
parents of children with autism . tiorting satisfaction (74 percent),
compared to 60 percent of parents of children with mental retardation
and 59 percent of parents of c`lildren with emotional disorders.

When asked to identify possible areas 1)f concern, parents of
children with single disabilities mcst often stated "inadequate teacher
training" (21 percent) or "not enough personal attention/education"
(21 percent), while the main concern of parents of children with
multiple disabilities was "not enough time spent with non-hand-
icapped children" (22 percent).
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Disability
Too Much
Traveling

Not
Enough

Time
Spent

with Non-
Handl-

capped
Children

Child Is
Ridiculed
By Non-
Handl-
capped
Children

Teacher
Not

Trained
Enough

Not
Enough

Provisions
for Per-

sone! At-
tentionf

Education

Not
Enough
Support
Services

Classes
Too

Large Other

Learning Disabled
(N=425)

8% (33) 10% (42) 17% (73) 27% (114) i 25% (106) 14% (60) 10% (42) 26%(112)

Mentally Disabled
IN=251)

19% (47) 33% (83) 8% (20) 10% (26) 16% (41) 16% (39) 5% (13) 25%(63)

Physically Dimbled
(N=173)

5% (9) 7% (12) 8%(14) 22%(38) 17% (30) 18% (31) 7%(12) 23%(39)

Multiply Handicapped
(N=607)

20% (119) 22% (132) 10% (60) 13% (80) 15% (99) 15% (88) 5% (32) 25%(150)

*Parents were asked: If you are not completely s, J -tied with your child's school program, 7,hy rot?

Age: 7
Classification: Learning Disabled
Placement: Special class in home Ostrict

'... can tuulerstanttfie rJ:.aante
of a teacher to teach a handicapped
child Their education never adequattly
prepared diem for it plus suspect that
educatiln gave them the eApectation
that handicapped children woui.1 be

taken care of by special education

teachers.

Attitudes cannot be forc,I. to
change, so any attempts to integrau
handicapped students into a class taught
by a reluctant teacher may be succumbed

to faiL Precious few meaningful integra-

tion opportunities ctist where there are
regular education teachers, eager and

willing to workwitli special education
teachers to make the integration Ivor

Comparing parents of children with different disabilities, the
Commission found their responses significantly different as to their
areas of concern. Parents of children with mental disabilities indi-
cated most often that their chile. does IRA spend enough time with
non-handicapped children (33 pe-cent),11 while parents of children
with learning disabilities were most likely to be concerned about their
child's "teacher not being trained enough" (27 percent, ,bee Table 1).
Comments by several of these parents suggest that regular education
teachers may not be sensitive to the special needs of their child and
that they sometimes refuse to use teaching aids and test modifications
recommended in the child's IEP (see parent comment at left).

Least Restrictive Environment
One of the fundamental rights provided for children with hand-

icapping conditions is to be educated in the least restrictiv;,: environ-
ment (LRE). Under PL 94-142, LRE is intended to promote the
education of children with disabilities in the "mainstream" and to
provide opportunities for children with and without handicapping
conditions to interact with one another.

In response to a Congressional inquiry on the interpretation of the
"least restrictive learning environment for handicapped children," a
former Assistant Secretary of the Office of Special Education
Programs (OSEP) explained that "Handicapped children J hoild be

11 With:n the "mental disability" catr..wry, pattnts of children with mental retardation and autism
most often were concerned about their child's lack of interaction with non-handicapped peer..
(38% and 30%, respectively). While most (23%) parents of children with emotional disoiders
also mention this lack of interaction for their children, they just as ofien wish that their child
had mom personal izitentionIeducat'ln (23%).
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placed based on their individual needs; they should not be placed in
separate schools because of the availability of placement options,
administrative convenience or institutional bathers to providing re-
lated services in regular school settings. OSEP's goals are to ensure
that individual placement decisions include consideration of whether
any part of a handicappelbhild's school day could be appropriately
spent with non-handicapped children if supplementary aids and
services were provided, ai that no handicapped child be denied the
chance for interaction witt n-handicapped peers due to a lack of
placement options." (Education for the Handicapped Law Report, p.
213:182).

Based on the results of this survey, parents reported that their
children were placed in a regular classroom setting only 8 percent of
the time, and another 24 percent of the parents reported that children
were spending part of their day in a regular class, supplemented by a
resource room or part-time special class. The largest percentage of
children (34 percent) were identified by their parents as being placed
in a full-time special class,12 with another 10 percent attending a
BOCES Center progam. Twelve percent were in a private day
school.

LRE in New York State and the Nation,
As illustrated previouc .y in Figure 6, sample placement statistics

did net differ markedly from those of SPX The figures gained
importance, however, when looking at statistics compiled by OSEP
in October 1989, which state that New York State is fifth to last among
all the states in its efforts to educate children in regular classrooms
with related services only. When adding rescurce room placement
statistics to regular class placement statistics, New York State ranks
last among all the states, with only 45 pement of its children in st ch
placements, while the national average is 68 percent. Conversely,
New York State ranks highest mong the states 13 for its percentage
of children with handicapping conditions being educated in sdparate
classes.

Figure 10, comparing New York State placement Eatistics for the
most frequently chosen placement options to national averages,
clearly shows the emphasis on segregated placements in New Y.13rk
State comparcd to the nation.

12 Note: Thirty-nine percent of the parents having a child in a full-time special class, other than in
a BOCES Center, indicate that this claw is not in their home school distrkt.

1:1 Only the Distect of Columbia ranks higher.
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Figure 10: Placement Comparison/
New York State and National Average*

Percentage
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Parental Satisfaction With Placement.
When parents were asked which placement(s) they would prefer

for their child, paren. vith children placed in a regular class or in a
residential placement had the highest level of satisfaction with their
prestat placement (84 percent at 1 64 percent, respectively), and
indicated that they would choose it again. In contrast with the
satisfaction expressed by these parents, the parems with children at
BOCEC or in a special class outside of the home school district were
least satisfied with the given placement (35 percent and 15 percent,
respectively) (see Figure 11). The uarents , If these children expressed
a strong preference for a less restrictive placement. For those children
in a special class outside of their home district, 63 percent of the
parents said that they would like the child to be educatedwithin their
home district (see Figure 12). The parents who were dissatisfied with
their child's placement at BOCES likewise expressed a preference
(50 pettent) for the child to be educated in a special class within the
home school (see Figure 13). Interestingly, only 55 percent of the
parents that have children in a regular class and a rource room opted
for resource roum placement again. In their comments, parents
explained that in some cases the child misses academic subjects
taught in his/her homeroom at the time allocated for resource room,
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Figure 11

Parents' Preference for Placement
in Relation to Current Placement*

Current Placement

Regular Class

Residential Placement

Private Day School

Special Class/
Home District

Regular Class/
Resource Room
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Special Class/
Other District
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0
'Parents were asked which placemengs)
they would choose for their child; this
was compared to the chIld'c.= actual placement.
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Figure 12:Actual vs. Preferred Placement
Children Placed in Special Class

Outside the Home District

Private Day School

Regular Class

Resource Room

Residential

Special Class/
Outside Home

District

Special Class!
Home District

Special Class/
Home District

63%

Special Class/
Outside Home

District
15%

Other
22%

Total Placements Parents' Preferences



Figure 13:Actual vs. Preferred Placement
Children Placed in BOCES

Private Day Sekval -.-
Regular Class

Resiclfintiar

BOCES
Resource Room

Special Class/
Home District

Special Class
Other District

Total Placements

Special Class/
Home District

50%

BOCES
35%

Other
15%

Parents' Preferences

22
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or that resource rooms am so crowded that the teachers zannot
provide 1EP recommended services.

Beyond these differences in preference for a piogram placement,
nearly one-third of the parents report:xi that at one time they experi-
enced problems with their child being able to attend an education
program. Of these parents (N=459), 46 percent st2.zed that their
problem was due to a disagreement they had with th school district's
placement recommendation, and 31 percent said that the problem
arose because a placement was not available (see Figure 14). Twenty-
three (23) percent kept their child home for reasons such as differ-
ences of opinion with the school or teacher about their child's TEP or
its implementation, dissatisfaction with the education program, un-
availability of specialists, medical problems, or, in some instances,
suspension. Other concerns of parents became evident from their
narratives. For example, 5 percent of the parents indicatingconcerns
volunteered remarks about their fmstration with the lack of program
continuity and the lack of educational stability and security for their
children. Respondents indicated that classrooms, especiey for chil-
dren in BOCES programs, are frequently switched around in order
to make room for regular education progeors. Some parents stated
that their child had been placed iv as many afferent schools as the
number of years he/she had beer Tecial education programs, while
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Figure 14
Problems with Program Attendance*

[N.1486]

Parents were asked: It your child evar
had a problem attending any education
program. please Indicate why.

Disagreement
with District

46%

Placement
not Available

31%

Age: 14
Classification: Mentally Retarded
Placement: Special class in 'other district

'I fed that my son does not receive
equaftty in education. I fee tfuu I must
m choicuthat d o not hays to =6
with my typical' claim's educaticrtat
programs. I would defusitdy choose a
guafity teacher over a classroom. It
would &nice, tfuoggh, Y "kis classroom

was not in ifit basement next to the shop,

bak. mom and gym lockers. re is half the
size of the °thy- classrooms in the build.

ing. Being isolated in the basement, thzre
is fess cf an opportunity for integration.

I get tire d cf fighting for the same
thing eacA year for it to 0,4 fast for that
year. Also, aff cf the schools in the
BOCESsysUm do not share them:a va
cation dates 9dy son has both the
Boa-5' days o,9' and the other distri.t's

tra.V cif'

others commented on the inferior space accommodations for their
child (see parent comment at left).

Additional concerns of some parents dealt with school districts
that seem to assign children to available programs rather than ensure
truly individualized education based on the child's ivxd. In other
words, the child is often "made to fit the program." Finally, approx-
imately 20 percent of parents of children in regular classes, while
stating that they like the interaction with non-handirapped children
for their child, are concerned about the lack of the mainstream
machers' prnparation or kn.Avledge to deal with their child's handi-
capping condition "...it's hanl to separate desire (wanting child in
regular class in district) ard need where would she receive the best
servicesT'14 These parents suggest that true integration can only be
successful with more training and support services.

The latter findings correspond to those of earlier studies
(Turnbull, Winston, Bladier and Salldnd (1983); Hovejsi (1975)),
which indicated that the greatest benefits identified by parents of
handicapped children who were mainstreamed were social outcomes,

14 According to Tait, P. (1986), at the time of the study, the majority of states (33) had initiated
regular teacher certification requirements that inciuded exposure to du characteristics and
needs of exceptional students. New York State, to date, does not have specific special education
training required for certification of its teachers.
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Age: 11

Classification: Learning Disabled
Placement: Special class in other public district

Vte school system started this 'SpeciatT.duca-
tionTrram' to help these Oa toga an educa-
tion, but somewhere along the fine sotnething Went

tmifi4j wrong. Vie labeling andgrouping of the
%If students with kirk that have treerent educa-
tionatneeds has truly luta the child with a karn-

in 8 Pwcasing dififtinction-
And why should I, a mother cl a %Tr stu-

dent, nave to apfabg these things over and over
again topreasionak? Mfg), why don't they
know that a child with a karning processing dys-
function wiff not one dtry wah up and be 'clout '
Vase kfirs will have this probkm for them: of
their fives. They wilt have to karn to compensate
for their roe.afetesses by learning go use their

strrngths, not by having teach.= hying tO fit the
problem.' Accept these kids for what they are, not
what you mat them to be. 9:hty are bright, intel-
ligent childrvg with (earning tetanus, every
citia being uniquely difkrent from the nal. Help
them t. I their stratgths, don't continually
point out their weaknesses. Give them a

Age: 12
Classification: Learning Disabled
Placement: Private day school

'...so they sent him to aBOCES program. 9k
rode a bus from 6:50 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. and rode it
home at 2:15 p.m. to 4:05 p.m. Many times ka
ried askeping Mild cff the bus. I complained, but
nothing was done about it. 51e was placed in a

school. with wanted charm and he noticed eke
rreerence, and said so. So, ftis self esteemgot very

tow, and we had to pay for counseling. I g 1986,
gter being on a three year waiting list, wept him
into aprivate scitoo4 whicA I had toga backto
workfult time to be abk to pay eke .$3,500 tuition.
5k can go no further, after this year, in this school
for they only go to 6th grark and hal have to re-
turn to public schoor We have him ( a litroyer to
help us get him into a program at the home school

so he wilt not have to go backto BOCES. I'd hate
to see aft that work& in vain.'

whereas the greatest drawbacks were perceived to be in
instructional areas.

Problems With Program Attendance By
Disability.

When parents were asked if their child ever had a problem
attending any education program, problems were reported
slightly more often by parents of children with multiple
disabilities (34 percent) than by those of children with single
disabilities (28 percent), with both groups listing disagree-
ments with the school district about the child's placement
most often (46 percent) as the reason. Of the parents that had
a child with a single disability, those of children with a
physical/sensory impairment had the least problems (21 per-
cent), followed by parents of children with mental disabilities
(29 percent) and learning disabilities (31 percent).

Within specific disability categories, parents of children
with emotional disorders reported most often past difficuldes
for their child to attend an appropriate program (38 percent),
while parents of children with visual impairments made up
the smallest group reporting problems (15 percent). It is
noteworthy that 49 percent of parents of children with learn-
ing disabilities that responded to this question indicated that
their problem involved a disagreement with the school dis-
trict over an appropriate placement. Narrative comments by
these parents clearly reflect their frustration with the apparent
inability or unwillingness of some school districts to create
appropriate programs to help their children learn (see parent
comment at left). A small, yet notable, percentage of parents
stated that because of years of disagreement with their school
district, they opted for private placement at their own expense
(see parent comment at left).

Academic and Sociai Interaction.15
Since PL 94-142 states Caat handicapped children should

be educated with non-handicapped children to the "maximum
extent appropriate," an important focus of this survey was to
ascertain the amount of academic and social interaction par-
ents report their child has with his/her non-handicapped
peers.

15 Academic subjects am defined as English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Shop, Home
Economics, Music, etc. Social activities are defined as cafeteria, field trips, playground,etc.
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Age: 7
Classification: Speech Impaired
131=ement: Special dass in home dstrict

Wepaya figprifflorsegngation. It amplifies deer-
tuts and fears of thase afferences. Non.hanificapp I chit:
dun turn very fiafr about hanericappe chif..",en by
spauftng a ba f an hour ix music with one or two chars
from theSOCE.S lass downstairs. 'This kind 0- fialfbafutt
integration draws attention to handscappedthildrat's der-
gnczs without enough opportunities to karn aboutsimirari.
ties. 94(an-kandicapped charm nal to undastand that
hand cappe peop& beforg is mu-society, not in so z.4 sepa-
rau, unknoum, mysterious rzabn especial' education. More
important4 hand:camel( children need to feela sense cy. be.
&aging to smiety through neighborhood fam4 and schoc4

The scene is tried The 5 year obt boy (not hantfi.
a rff etb gots out to catch the big scfioo bus abing with all"

the other attk kids in the neighborhood An hour biter, a
tin y yaw bus arrives at Cis house to pick.up his 7year obi
handicappe it sista anddavers her to asaterfite school'at
the outer reathes ef the school. &strict. At the end cf the
day, the boy pays with the char= in the neighborhood
Yrs s sista prays alone. And we wonder why.'

Figure 15 shows the amount of academic interac-
tion with non-handicapped peers parents reported for
their aild. It shows that 42 percent of the children in
the sample have no interaction in academic subjects
with non-handicapped children, while 24 percent have
some interaction and 29 percent havefid/ interaction.

Looking at the amount of social interaction re-
ported for these children, parents indicatedsome or full
interaction in 70 percent of the cases, while only 24
percent said that their child had no social interaction
(see Figure 16).

The importance of interaction with non-handi-
capped children was clearly reflected in parents' .'.om-
ments, indicating that children in sevegated sett. igs
had no appropriate role models and imitated inappro-
priate behavior. In addition, complete segregation
makes it very hard for the child to make friends with
anyone from his/her neighborhood (see parent com-
ment at left).

In analyemg the data, a significant relationship was
found between the amount of interaction and such
variables as the age of the childI6 and the geographic

location of the school district." Fifty-two (52) percent of high school
children with handicapping conditions had no interaction with non-
hanutcapped children in academic subjects and 34 percent had no
interaction with non-handicappedpeers in social activities. By com-
parison, 40 percent of parents of elementary scool children reported
no interaction in academic subjects and 21 percent in social activi-
jes. The difference in the amount of academic interaction may be
partly due to the common reliance on the heterogeneous classroom
for the full school day at the elementary level, which facilitates
greater academic interaction among childrt..n of different abili-
ties/needs in the lower grades, which does not, however, explain the
difference in the amount of social interaction.

16 (academic interaction: Chi-square = 27.3, df = 6, social interaction: Chi-square = 47.7, df= 6,
p< .05)

17 (academic interaction: Chi-square = 10.8, df= 3, social interaction: (hi-square = 14.2, df= 3,
p< .05)
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Figure 15
Academic Interaction*

[N=1486]

No Interaction
42%

*Parents were asked: Please Indicate to amount of
Interaction your child has with non-happed
children In academic programs

Full Interaction
29%

No Interaction
24%

Figure 16
Social Interaction*

[N=1486]

'Parents were asked: Please Indicate the amount of
interaction your child has with non-handicapped
children In social activities
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Full Interaction
35%
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Loo ldng at geographic areas, handicapped children in rural areas
had mot. e full academic interaction (38 percent) than their peers in
non-rural areas (28 percent). Furthermore, 47 percent of parents in
rural areas reportedfull social interaction for their children, compared
to only 34 percent of parents in non-rural areas. Again, this finding
may be related to different educational placement options in rural
areas, where fewer n mbers of children with hal idicapping c12nditions
discourage the formation of specialized classes/programs. °

Interaction By Disability.
Looking at the responses of parents of chilqren with single

disabilities compared to those of multiple disabiEties, it seems that
efforts to have children with single disabilities intexactfidly academ-
ically with their non-handicapped peers are much more successful
(40 percent) than for those with multiple disabilities (12 percent).
Conversely, while only 29 percent of the children with single disabil-
ities have no academic interaction, sixty (60) percent of children with
multiple disabilities are fully segregated academically.

Comparisons between responses of parents of children with
different disabilities sho* that the level of academic interaction is
significantly influenced by the type of disability (Chi-square =
477.06, df = 9, p< .65). Only 7 percent of children with mental
disabilities hadfid/ academic interaction with non-handicapped chil-
dren as opposed to 49 percent of those with learning disabilities and
67 percent with physical/sensory impairments. Sixty-nine (69) per-
cent of children with mental disabilities had no academic inv.:modem,
while this was true for only 15 percent of children with imrning
disabilities and 12 percent of those with physical/sensory impair-
ments (see Figure 17). Within t mencal disability category, children
with autism are most often reported to have no academic interaction
with non-handicapped peers (71 percent), compared to 67 percent of
those with mental retardation and 51 percent of those with emotional
disorders.

Responding to how much social interaction their children have
with non-handicanood peers, parents said that 47 percent of the
children with single disabilities hadficli social interaction, compared
to only 17 percent of childrw with muldple disabilities. Sixtee-
percent of children with single disabilities had no social interaction,

18 Data related earlier in this report about the level of parents' satisfaction with their child's
educatio:A program in rural vs. non-rural areas indicated that a smaller percentage of parents in
rural areas expressed satisfaction with the program. These data suggest that, despite their desire
for more integmtiA placements, parents do not necasarily believe that the education programs
in these placements are bsiter without adequate teacher training and educational support
services.
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Figure 17: Academic Interaction*
By Disabidty

Disability

Mentally Disabled
[N=2421

Muitiply Handicapped
[N=594]

Learning Disabled 1W m 1
[N=420]

Physically-Sensory Disabled
[N=171] I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Percentage

MN No Interaction

Interacion

*Parents were asked: Please Indicate the amount of
interaction your child has with non-handicapped
children in academic programs

*ALLA Some Interaction

compared to 36 pe.cent of children with multiple disabilities. As with
academic interaction, comparisons between disability categories
show significant differences in levels of social interaction (Chi-
square = 406.. df = 9, p< .05). Only 8 percent of childtut with mental
disabilities did interactfully socially with non-handicapped children,
compared to 61 percent of those with learning disabilities and 69
percent with physical/sensory impairments. Thirty-nire (39) percent
of children with mental disabilities had no f)pporty lity to interact
socially with non-handicapped peers, compared to 6 percent of
children with physical/sensory impairments and 7 percent with learn-
ing disabilities (see Figure 18).

Analyses of reported parent satisfaction with the amount of
academic interaction and social interaction showed a significant
correlatiot. between the level of satisfaction and increased interaction
with non-handicapped peers. Ostensibly, the smallest percentage of
parents of children with mer al disabilities are satisfied. Figur s 19
and 20 depict the relationship between levels of interaction and
reported parent satisfaction (satisfaction with academic interaction:
Chi-square = 212.1, df = 12; satisfaction with social interaction:
Chi-square = 212.6, df = 12). These data clearly show the ambiguity
of parents in regard to their children's special education program.
While they wish their children to be more integrated, they do not
equate a segregated placement with an inferior total education pro-
gram or vice versa.
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Figure 18: Social interaction*
By Disability

Disability

MentaHy Disabled -11,41111111111-7-1Awess
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'Parents were asked: Please Indisate the amount of
interaction your child has with non-handicapped
children In social activities

Figure 19: Relationship of Parental
Satisfaction with Academic interaction*

By flisability
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'rigiire gthionihifts of Parental
Satisfaction with Social Interaction*

By Disability

Percentage

Mentally Disabled Multiply Handicapped
(N=2261 [N>=546)

Learning Disabled Phy/Sens Disabled
[N.407] (N.1661

NM Full interaction° FM Satisfied

N.number of respondents answering
both questions.

'Parents were asked: How satislled are you with the
amount of interaction your child has with
non-handicapped thildren In social activities?
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Related Services
In order to assist children in obtaining an appropriate education,

school districts 'a( required to make available a range of related
services. These services are specifically identified in federal and state
laws and regulations, and include such services as speech therapy,
physical therapy, occupational therapy and consultant teaching.

By far the largest number of children (55 percent) in our sample
had :,peech therapy recommended in their IEPs, followed by occupa-
tional therapy (38 percent), physical therapy (29 percent), an aide (26
percent) and psychological services (21 percent) (see Figure 21).

Twenty-five (25) percent of the respondents indicated that the
school district does not provide recommended services. Eighteen (18)
percent of these parents stated that the district simply does not follo w
the recommendation of the CSE, and half said that their child does
not get the services because of a lack of available specialists. Parents'
comments indicated that this lack of professionals sometimes forces
them to choose a segregated placement where specialized services
are more likely to be found. In addition, there seems to be substantial
concern on the part of the parents that their children are in and out of
classrooms for related services so frequently that the gaps in their
education get worse.

These findings are consistent with earlier studies (Turnbull, Win-
ston, Bladier and Salkind, 1983) which found that parents were
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Figure 21
Recommended Related Services*

[N=14861
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Age: 7
Classification: Mentally Retarded
Placement: Special class in "other district

thinkit is appalling that frandi.
capped children are afrowed to be trans.
ported in anything from a urge schoof bus
to a smaft car without any special' needs or

safety equipment 2 bench.type seats
without internal access to the rear pa 'ea-

ger section with no aides mandatory

with. up to 5 clad= in a small' car
under supervision of the aged driver, who

is alio supposed w MUVE using lins.

iced access hOways 55 mph. or

aforgx foftenft ghat is why, as con.
cerne parsnts who taky our caretaking re-
sponsibilities very striou4 we transport
our daughter oursetves.'

concerned that their child in an integrated setting might not receive
sufficient specialized treatment as might be available in a self-con-
tained program. This concern about the lack of qualified specialists
to provide necessaiy related services to all children requiring them
in any setting has been demonstrated in past years nationwide. The
Tenth Annual Report to Congress on the Education For All Handi-
capped Children Act (EHA) states that specialiszs are most needec: in
the areas of physical therapy (18 percent), occupational therapy (16

percent) and audiology (15 percent).
When parents were asked to state their reasons for possible

disagreements they may have had about related services recom-
mended in their child's IEP, 11 percent said that the child does not
get enough hours of related services, while 8 percent said that they
thought the assessment of the child was inadequate and 4 zscent

indicated that the child's classification was incorrect.
Another related services issue became evident from parents'

narratives. Responses indicated that transportation issues cause a
high level of dissatisfaction for parents (see parent comment at left).
The data showed that in 26 percent of the cases, travel times are
between one and two hours, with another 8 percent being over two
hours. Even though travel time is obviously influenced by the place-
ment of the child, pamnts stated that the lack of availablebuses seems
to significantly lengthen the amount of time it takes for a child to get
to school, i.e., available buses have to make more stops and take
longer routes in order to pick up all special education children.
Parents also complained about lack of aides or monitors on buses,
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especially for children with severe disabilities or children with be-
havior problems, and they indicated that bus drivers are frequendy
insensitive to their childten's disabilities. Furthermore, it seemed that
pick-up and drop-off times of some children are very irregular, to the
point of disrupting not only the educadon of the child because of late
arriv.' at school. but also causing problems for the family since it
interferes with en ployment and after-school care. Last, a number of
parents complained about the large age difference of children on these
buses, e.g., it was not unusual for a kindergarten child with learning
disabilities to be placed on a bus with adolescents with emotional
disorders.

Procedural Issues
In order to ensure that children with handicapping conditions

receive a free, appropriate public education, parents are guaranteed
a vaiiety of procedural rights under the law. Among these is the right
to have an individualized education program developed for their
child. In establishing this IEP, schools are required to work coopera-
tively with parer's and to undertake comprehensive evaluations of
the child to assist in establishing the types of services and placement
needed by the child.

Individualized Education Programs (IEP).
The individualized education program is designed to meet each

child's educational goals and recommend thc educational placement
or services needed to reach these goals. "Prior to the development of
a recommendation, the Committee shall ensure that the appropriate-
ness of the resources of the regular education program, including
educationally related support services, speech and language imprGvtt-
ment services, and remedial instruction, have been considered." (Part
200 of the Regulations of the New York Stwe Commissioner of
Education).

When asked about their participation at IEP meetings, 85 percent
of the parents said that they had attended their child's JEP meeting.
This relatively high participation rate is probably attributable to the
parent sample, which primarily comprised parents belonging to par-
ent or disability groups or who had access to advocat-s. Previous
research (Singer and Butler, 1987) has shown that such involvement
is significantly associated with the level of parent participation. Of
the parents that said that they attended neitherconfetcnce, the major-
ity (79 percent) stated that the time was inconvenient.

Although parental participation was quite high, 43 percent of the
parents who added comments about the IEP stated that their input
was not truly desired by the CSE and that the 11P quite often was
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Age: 11

Classifim11: Mentally Retarcbd
Placement* Special co. m 'other cistrict

sec the need for more information
to begiven to parents in dear 'animus's'
terms, especial y for parents confronted
with the 'system' and 'process' for the
first time.

probtem that I am familiar with
is the intimidation that some parents face

deaCutg with tfte scitoo t Pa
h4's a ready availabte outside advocacy
group toad hdp. afro feet tha t parents

shoal be made aware that there is apar-
ent advocate on the conunittee for speciat
education and they aught to &given that
advocate's name as soon as the process is

under way regarding their chile

prepared beforehand. "...IEP's should be developed as a team effort
between parents and professionals. I am sometimes asked for input
on IEP but when I come to a Phase II conference and receive an
IEP that is all printed out and signed by the principal, I wonder how
valved my input really is." These findings correspond to earlier
reports (Goldstein et aL, 1982) indicating that, while parent atten-
dance at IEP meetings may be fairly high, pnrticipation in decision-
making is very limited and is mainly on personal or family issues
rather than education issues such as e--!uation, placement or cunic-
ulum.

'Nenty-nine (29) percent of the parents who volunteered com-
ments about the 1EP remarked on its kck of inciividualbation. Com-
ments included "...the lE is canned - five other children in the
classroom have the same MP. My child has already the skills antici-
pated as goals in the IEP." "...the IEP doesn't fit...ray child has to fit
into a given program."

It is also noteworthy that other comments indicated that parents
awn feel ill-prepared when dealing with the CSE or when having to
make decisions in general about their child and would welcome
information about laws and tegulations as well as about existing or
besz-suited program options (see parent comment at left).

When parents were asked h w long it took for the most recent
IEP to be ft. .iy implemented, 17 percent stated that it took longer than
the 30 days mandated by SED.

Evaluation.
Part 200 of the New York State Department of Education regula-

tions for special education state that an individual evaluation of a
referred student shall include "at no cost to the parent at least a
physial examination, an individual psychological examination, a
social history and other suitable examinations and evaluations..."

Even though the Commission survey items did not provide for
responses regarding payment for such evaluations, 4 percent of the
parents reported in their comments that they paid for all or some of
tne evaluations or examinations. In many instances, this was done
because the school district refused to test the chid initially (but later
accepted the outside -"agnosis), in others, because the school
district's tests were tho,.ght to be limited in diagnostic as well as
prescriptive ability.

While most (89 percent) of the parents knew that they had the
right to have an Lidependen, evaluation done, 32 percent did not
know that the district could pay for it.

5 0
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Mentally Disabled
(N=251)
Physically Disabled 15%(26)
(N=11.5)

Multiply Handicapped 14% (87) 31% (187) 13% (77) 13%(81)

Parents were asked: If you ever had a disagreement with your school district regarding your child's placement, program or services, please
specify the area of disagreement.

Due Process
Among the various safeguards provided for children with hand-

icapping conditions is the right of parents to resolve disputes over
their child's special education program through an impartial hearing
procedure. C.:Lool districts are obligated to inform parents of children
with handicapping conditions of the rights given to them by EHA.

When asked if they had a copy of the Parents' Guide to Special
Education, 20 percent of the parents said that they did not have one,
and many reported that *hey wished to be more informed about their
rights because of the need to advocate for their child. Sixty-five (65)
percent said that they did not know about the availability of free
advocacy services to help them with problems involving educational
services, even though school districts are required to maintain listings
of such services.

Areas of Disagreement With School Districts.
When asked to identify areas of past or present disagreement with

school districts, parents mentioned placement issues most frequently
(34 percent), followed by the appropriateness of special edncation
services (31 percent), related services (22 percent), identification of
the child's handicapping condition (17 percent) and procedural issues
(14 percent). With the exception of disagreements about related
services, the data showed that the area of disagreement was influ-
enced significantly by the child's disability category (see Table 2).

1. Placement. Of the four disability categories, parents of a child
with multiple handicaps had most often a disagreement about the chile's
placement (38 percent), followed by parents of a child with a mental
disability (34 percent), learning disability (33 percent) and physical/sensory
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impairment. Within the "mental disability" category, parents who had a
child wi_tmental retardation had the most fmquent placement problems (41
percent), while 36 percent of parents with emotional disorders and 21
percent of children with autism had problems in this area.

2. Appropriateness of Special Education Services. Of the
sample, parents of children with learning disablities were most likely to
have had disagreements with the district about the appropriateness of the
educational services for their child (38 percent). Parents said that their
children "fall through the cracks" because they have too general a label and
therefore no program that suits their individual needs. As mentioned before,
many of these parents complained about the lack of understanding of their
child's handicapping condition by teachers or administration and stated that
they finally gave up on public schools and placed their child privately at
their own expense.

Problems with the appropriateness of special education services were
also indicatel quite frequently by parents of dtlldren with multiple handi-
caps (3 A p, . cent) and children with mental disabilities (27 percent), with
parents whose child has a physical/sensory impainnent citing dr fewest
probler '21 percent).

3. elated Services. Disagreements about related services have
been experienced mlatively equally across the disability categories, with 24
percent of parents of children with multiple handicaps mentioning it, 22
pement of children with physical/sensory impairments, 21 percent of chil-
dren with learning disabilities and 18 percent of those with mental disabil-
ities.

4. Eligibility or identification. Problems with their child's eligibil-
ity for special education services or his/her classification were most often
mentioned by parents whose children were learning disabled (25 percent),
followed by those that have a physical/sensory impairment (15 percent),
multiple handicaps (14 percent) and mental disabilities (10 percent). Within
the mental disability category, however, 32 percent el' parents of children
with emotional disorders indicated they had problems 'with eligibility or
identification of their child.

Comments by parents of children with learning disabilities underscore
their frustration with yea-3 of arguing with school districts to have their
educationally failing child evaluated so that he/she may receive proper help,
while several parents of children with emotional disorders suggest that
districts are hesitant to identify their children because of the lack of
appropriate programs.

5. Procedural %sues. Procedural issues seem to have caused the
most problems forparents of children with learning lisabilities (19 percent),
compared to parents of children with multiple handicaps (13 percent),
physical/sensory impairments (11 percent) and mental disabilities (10 per-
cent). Parents explained that in some instances, a child's placement was
changed without notification b: '44- school district, other 1EP changes were
made . without notification or, in so, ' instances, they were given incorrect
information about possible reimbursement for independent evaluations.
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Methods of Grievance Resolution and Their
Success.

Of the parents that reported to have had one or rn:ve of the above
mentioned types of disagreement with the school district (924), 96
percent attempted to resolve the problem. Some (13 perrent) indi-
cated, however, that they did not have enough knowledge about laws,
regulations, their rights, etc., while others said they felt intimidated
(10 percent), were afrpid of repercussions (10 percent) or that there
was a lack of advocacy servjces (9 percent) to help them with their
problem.

Most parents tried to resolve their disagreement with the school
district through relatively informal procedures, such as conferences
with their child's teacher (89 percent), the CSE (75 percent) or the
principal (58 percent), while more formal "due process" procedures
such as inter vention by an advocate (35 percent), threats of impardal
hearings (11 percent) or impartial hearings (11 percent), appeal to the
Commissioner (5 percent), "504" (Civil Rights) complaints (4 pc.

cent), and litigation (3 percent) were used less frequently. The data
also showed differences in success rates (as reported by parents) of
different types of interventions, with the more formal intervendons
having higher success rates (see Figure 22). These findings, however,
should not be interpreted to imply that the actual relative success of
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infennal methods is necessarily lower, as it is likely that paLents
pursue more formal methods for different types of concerns that are
likely mc..e egregious in nature. Additionally, pattntal perception of
success may be influenced by the extent of their efforts to pursue their

complaints.

Impartial Hearings.

One of the due process provisions of PL 94-142 mandates that
school districts inform parents of their right .o an impartial hearing
should they have a difference of opinion about educationa' services
with the school district.

Sixty. three (63) percent of the respondents said that they weir
told of their right to such an impards1 hearing. As part of this study,
the Commission tried to determine whether the level of success at a
hearing was influenced by thz: representation of the parent by an
attorney or an advocate. The data showed that the number of hearings
that were successful for the parents increasul drag .Rtically with the
help of an attorney or an advocate. Responses revealed that repremn-
tation by an advocate resulte4 in a very successful hearing 50 percent
of the dme, whereas kzarings with attorney representation -siert very
successful in 33 percent of the hearings. Whe- parents represented
themselves, they were very successful in only 25 percent of the cases
(see Figure 23). Because of the design of the Commission survey, it

Figure 23
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Figure 24
Parents' Success at Impartial Hearings

By School Representation
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could not be determined whether the level of success was influenced
by the type or complexity of the case or by representation. Further-
more, one should keep in mind that responses to this survey item
colstitute a relatively small percentage of the sample.

Our data also showed that the presence of an attorney for the
school district resulted in a less favorable hearing outcome for the
parent (55 percent unsuccessful) (see Figure 24).

Perceived Fairness of Impartial Hearings.
Fifty-three (53) percent of the parents ,A volved with impartial

hearings in the past did not think that their hearing was fair. These
data do not differ much from those of eariier studieson the perceived
fairness of impartial hearings. Goldberg (1985) found that 50 percent
of parents stud; xl thought that the hearing had been conducted fairly
and 40 percent said that the hearings were totally or substantially
unfair, while Romar (1982) reported that 35 percent of his sample
disputed the fairness of the hearing officer. One-third of parents
studied by Simpson (1984) indicated that the hearinb, regardless of
the outcome, had not been conducted fairly by the hearing officer,
Goldberg (1985), however, found a significant correlation between
the perception of procedural fairness and hearing outcome.

When we compared parent responses as to perceivtd fairness with
the level of success at their hearings, we found that parents who had
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Classification: Autistic
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very successful hearings were less likely to say that the hearing was
unfair (13 percent), compared to 88 percent of the parents whose
hearing was unsuccessful. Interestingly, though, 61 percent of par-
ents whose hearing was "somewhat successful" thought that it was
unfair, compared to 28 percent who said it was fair. Lack of impar-
tiality of the hearing officer and the fact that the school district can
select the hearing officer were cited most often as reasons for
parents' perception of unfairness with the hearing process (65 per-
cent and 63 ts it, respectively). (See parent comment at left).
Twenty-four (,_ ) percent of the parents said that the hearing was not
fair because the school district had an attorney while they had to
represent themselves (see parent comment below). (Again, caution
is urged in the interpretafion of these data since they are based on
relatively small percentages.)

Age: 19
Classification: Deaf
Placement: Regular class/resource room
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Chapter 3

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Conclusions

..111

This survey highlighted many areas where school districts have
been successful in their efforts to educate children with handicapping
conditions. However, it also signaled areas where New York State
can and should do better. Fo:.0wing is a short summary of the key
findings.

Parent satisfaction with their child's overall
education program.

Most parents of children with handicapping conditions in New
York State are satisfied with their child's overall education
program. While some parents comment that they had to advocate;
for their children in order to get the present satisfactory program,
these comments actually suggest that the intent of PL 94-142,
which provides for parents' involvement in their child's educa-
tion program, seems to be realized in many cases.

Parent satisfaction with the education program for the child sems
to be influenced by the type of handicapping condition of the
child. New York State's schools appear to be more successful in
their efforts to create- appropriate education programs for children
with physical/sensory impairments than for children with mental
disabilities or learning disabilities. A possible explanation might
be that education programs are more easily adapted to physi-
cal/sensory handicapping conditions, whereas mental or learning
disabilities require more specialized and individualized programs
in order to be effective.

II Parents of children with learning dislbilities, especjally, seem to
be very frustrated with the lack of success of the pi :-..sent public
education programs being ofired for their children. Some par-
ents choose private placements that offer more individualized
programs to help their children learn.
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Parents of children in rural areas are less satisfied with education
programs than those of children in non-rural areas. Even though
the Commission's _tudy design did not allow for a qnantitative
analysis of possible reasons for this difference of satisfied parents,
some of the comments made by parents in rural areas suggest that
their children are placed into existing programs that are either not
suited to the child's educational needs or do not provide the
support services necessary for the child to benefit educationally.
While the Commission data suggest that more children in raral
areas are integrated, there seems to be a need for teacher training
and support personnel to make these integrated placements more
successful.

La Fewer parents of high school children are satisfied with education
programs than those of children in the lower grades. One reason
that became apparent from parents' comments was the seeming
insufficiency or inappropriateness of vocational education. Some
pa..ents appear to be frustrated with the lack of innovative and
imaginative vocational education programs being provided for
their children, while others state that present vocational education
programs are geared mainly towards post-secondary employment
in sheltered workshops.

Least Restrictive Environment.
The majority of children of the parents sampled are being edu-
cated in segregated placement. Parent satisfaction with their
child's placement is directly correlated to the level of integration.
Parents are very clear in their desire to have their child educated
in a less restrictive setting, but they are forced, at times, to choose
a restrictive setting because of lack of teacher training or suppixt
services in regular classroom settings which will ensure that their
child is appropriately educated.

More high school students with handicapping, conditions are
segregated than their pet:1.s in the lower grades, which is probably
due to schools' tendencies to track high school students according
to their abilities but is especially disneartening since, at this age,
children are preparing for adulthood, hopeful:y in integrated
settings.

III Children with mental lisabilities are most likely to be segregated,
and it seems that for a large perce:tage of these children even
social intei action with non-handicapped children is not provided.
Parents of these children are very adamant in stating their dissat-
isfaction with this lack of interaction.

I Children with handicapping conditions do not enjoy the educa-
tional stability and continuity afforded to their nonhandicapped
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peers. Parents comment about the low priority given by school
districts towards ensuring that their children's educational envi-
ronments are as predictable and of the same quality as those
afforded to non-handicapped childrei

Releted Services.
One of the most apparent reasons for a child not to receive related
services as recommended in his/her IEP is the lack of trained
specialists.

Transportatiori times for some children with handicapping con-
ditions are said by their parents to be too long (more than one
hour daily). Comments suggest that, in some instances, this
interferes with the needs of Qome of these children, such as
cameterization, medication, etc. or causes unnecessarily long
limitation on movement. Other transportation concerns deal with
irregular pick-up or drop-off times and the lack of aides on buses.

Produral Issues
The majority of parents attend their child's IEP meetings, how-
ever, some parents feel unprepared for or uncomfortable with
these meetings.

I Parents do not think that their input towards decision-making is
dc red and indicate that schools develop their child's IEP with-
out consideration of parents' opinions or wishes.

IC Parents report that quite often a child's education program is not
truly individualized and that program decisions are ma4-: based
on administrative constraints or available placement options.

Some parents pay for their child's private evaluation because they
think the school district's evaluation to be inferior. While most
parents are informed of their right to an independent evaluation,
they often do not know about the possibility that the school
district may have to pay for such an evaluation.

Due Process
III Even though most parents receive a handbook about their rights,

some don't feel that they are knowledgeable enough and would
welcome more information The majority of parents are unaware
of the availability of free advocacy services to assist them with
problems regarding their child's education.

Most parents try to resolve their problems with school districts
through relatively informal methods and are quite often success-
ful at these attempts.
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The majority of parents know about their right to an impartial
hearing should they have a disagreement with the school district.
Success at hearings is more often assured by representation of
either an attorney or an advocate. Parents' comments about lack
of knowledge about their or thcir child's rights not only suggest
the r -,ed for more parent education but also for the need for
additional advocacy services.

The majority of parents think that the impartial hearing process
is unfair. Although the perception of fairness appears to be related
to the outcome of the hearing, the major rease.is cited by parents
for the unfahness are the school district's authority to select the
hearing officer and the perceived lack of '-npartiality of the person
selected to be the hearing officer.

Recommendations

Least Restrictive Environment
1. In order to ensure that children with handicapping conditions

receive an appropriate education in the least restrictive environ-
ment as required by law, the Commission recommends that:
(a) all Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) include a writ

ten justification for the placement of a child with a handicap-
ping condition outside of the regular classroom setting; and

(b) all lEPs include documentation on the extent and manner in
which children with handicapping conditions will participate
with their non-handicuped peers in academic and/or so&I
activities.

(c) Special Education Training and Resource Centers (SETRCs)
provide periodic training to CSE chairpersons in the proper
methods of IEP construction, in general and LRE compliance,
specifically.

2. The Commission supports the efforts being undertaken by the
State Education Department, which require school districts to
develop local space plans to ensure that children with handicap-
ping conditions are educated in their home districts. Consistent
with these efforts, the Commission recomm,nds that the State
Education Department also ensure that school districts do not
displace existing special education programs to less integrated
settings in order to accommodate regular educatior itiatives.

3. The Commission supports the increased utilizatii by many
school districts of consultant ,seacher services to facilitate and
enhance the education of children with handicapping conditions

mainstream environment
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Vocational Education
4. The Commission supports the efforts being undertaken by the

State Education Department to improve the coordination of spe-
cial education, vocational rehabilitation and occupational educa-
tion programs for students with handicapping conditions in
secondary education in order to improve the quality of educa-
tional opportunities afforded to these students. Consistent with
these efforts, the Commission recommends that school districts
provide educational environments in the workplace where high
school students can learn in real work environments.

Teacher Education and Training
5. The Commission endorses the F riority Activities of the Regents

and the State Education Depagment, designed to ensure the
availability of "a corps of teachers who are well educated, skilled
in applying their professional skill and knowledge, dedicated to
their work, committed to achieving results, eager to assume
greater responsibility, and ready to be accountable for the results
of their efforts." In order to ensure the application of this policy
to the effective education of children with handicapping condi-
tions, the Commission i.ecommends that:
(a) the State Education Department amend Sections 80.15 and

80.16 of the rules and regulations of the Commissioner of
Fducation governing teacher certification to require a mini-
mum number of credit hours in special education during
college training in order to ensure that teachers are adequately
prepared to educate children with handicapping conditions in
integrated classroom environments; and

(b) the Special Education Training and Resource Centers
(SETRCs) of the State Education Department augment their
in-service training activities for regular educators. In carrying
out these activities, SETRCS should deveop special panels
of regular educators who have been involved in teaching
children in mainstream settings and parents whose children
have been educated in such settings in order to demonstrate
effective teaching methods and the benefits of mainstreaming
children with handicapping conditions.

Related Services
6. To ensure the effective education of children with handicapping

conditions, school districts are required by law to ensure the
availability of a range of related services. In oider to address the
problems noted by parents with the provision of related services,
the Commission recommends that:
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(a) the State Education Department identify innovative strategies
to enhance the availability of related services personnel,
including the potential for establishing tuition forgiveness
programs th:ough grants for personnel preparation awarded
by the U.S. Department of Education and/or utilization of the
Health Services Corps program administemd by the State
Department of Health; and

(b) the State Education Department undertake a study of the
transportation problems faced by children with handicapping
conditions. This study should examine such issues as travel
time, route schedules and availability of specialized services
to attend to the needs of children with handicapping condi-
tions while in transit.

Parental Involvement
7. A fundamental principle underlying the education of children

with handicapping conditions is active parental involvement in
the development of individualized education programs. To secure
and promote the effective participation of parents in this process,
the Commission recommends that:
(a) parents be afforded an opportunity and encouraged to record

their comments and/or concerns on their child's Individual-
ized Education Program (IEP);

(b) the State Education Department modify its monitoring of
school distict performance by providing for a sampling of
parents to ensure that school districts' procedures and notices
are effectively informing parents of their rights, including the
right to obtain an independent evaluation at no cost to the
parents;

(c) the State Education Department continue and expedite its
efforts in designing, publishing and ctistibuting their new
brochure informing parents of their rights in plain and easy
to understand language;

(d) the State Education Department require that each school
district hold at least two (2) district-wide information/training
programs for parents of children with handicapping condi-
tions each school year; and

(e) furthermore, the Commission, in cooperation with other ad-
vocacy agencies for parents of children with handicapping
conditions, should hold periodic regional meetings/confer-
ences for the purpose of informing parents of the availability
of educational advocacy services.
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Due Process
8. In order to ensure that parents are able to effectively resolve

complaints regarding their child's special education, the Commis-
sion recommends that:
(a) the tate Education Department amend Secaon 200.1(o) of

the rules and regulations of the Commissioner to strengthen
the standards governing the qualifications of individuals who
may be :-,elected to serve as impartial hearing officers. Persons
who are employees, officers or agents of neighboring school
districts or component districts of the BOCES, or who are
former employees, officers or agents of the school district
should be prohibited from being selected in order to enhance
the impartiality of the hearing process and avoid any percep-
tion that the hearing officer may have a personal or profes-
sional conflict of interest;

(b) the State Education Department exrind the availability of
mediation services to parents in all school districts in order to
provide parents/school districts with the opdon of using such
a non-adversarial procedure for resolving complaints, in ad-
dition to the cunent impartial hearing system; and

(c) the State Education Department should ensure that school
districts maint-in lists of advocacy services and that parents
are informed in writing of the availability of such services.
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Glossary

Committee on Special Education: In New York State, the Committee on Special Educa-
tion (CSE) is responsible for ensuring that each child with a suspected handicapping
condition is appropriately assessed, and that for each child with a handicapping condi-
tion, an Individualized Education Program (IEP) is prepared, implemented, and re-
viewed on an annual basis. State law mandates that each board of education, board of
trustees or facility director appoint a CSE, consisting of, at least, a school psychologist,
a teacher or administrator of Special education, a school physician, and a parent of a
child with a handicapping condition residing in the district, provided that such parent is
not employed by or under contract with the school district. In 'Addition to f.he four
mandated members, a board may appoint other members, as needod.

Individualized Education Program: According ;,:) federal law, an IndiN idualized Education
Program (IEP) has to be desipned for each ciaild with a handicapping condition. The
Ner. York State IEP is written in two phases:

IEP Phase Based on its review of evaluation information and direct meetings with
the parents the pupil, the pupil's current teacher, and others involved in the
education of the child, the CSE recommends to the Board of Education the
special education placement, program and related services deemed necessary for
the child to benefit educationally.

IEP Phase II: IEP Phase II planning conferences to develop the IEP shall be conducted
at least annually. The planning conference shall result in the following additions
to the Individualized Education Program developed during Phase I:

(a) a statement of short-term objectives consistent with the annual goals for
the pupil; and

(b) appropriate objective criteria/evaluation procedures and schedules for
determining, on at least an annual basis, whether the instructional ok,xtives are
being achieved.

Impartial Grievance Procedure (Hearing): An impartial hearing is an informal procedure
used to resolve disagreement between parents and school districts over the provision of
special education. This due process procedure allows an impartial officer to hear both
sides of the issues and resolve the dispute.

Least Restrictive Environment: Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) means that place-
ment of an individual pupil with a handicapping condition which:

The definitions in this glossary have been taken from Part 200 of the Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, the New York State Plan for Education of Children With
Handicapping Conditions (1990-1992) and the Guidebook for Committees on Special
Education in New York State.
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(a) provides the special education needed by the pupil;

(b) provides for education of the pupil to the maximum extent appropriate
with other pupils who do not have handicapping conditions; and

(c) is determined following consideration of the proximity of the placement
to the pupil's place of residence.

Private Segregated Facility: An approved private school which conforms with the require-
ments of Federal and State laws and regulations governing the education of pupils with
handicapping conditions, and which has been approved by the commissioner for the
purpose of contracting with public schools for the instruction of pupils with handicap-
ping conditions.

Public Segregated Facility: A school for students with handicapping conditions which is either
operated by the local school district or in agreement with BOCES.

Regular Class Programs: To the maximum extent appropriate, children with handicapping
conditions must be placed in this setting. The child receives whatever services are
available to all students. Special education services may be provided by a consultant
special education teacher to individual or small groups of pupils with handicapping
conditions. Consultant teacher services may also be provided to a teacher of a pupil with
a handicapping condition. Additionally, consultation or training may be provided to
regular classroom teachers from instructional specialists, administrators, or other mem-
bers of the school staff as appropriate. The extent of involvement in the regular class
must be described in the child's IEP.

Related Services: A pupil with a handicapping condition may receive related services,
including speech pathology, audiology, psychological services, physical therapy, occu-
pational therapy, counseling services, medical services for diagnostic purposes, and
other appropriate support services as determined by individual need and described in the
child's IEP. Services are provided by qualified specialists with frequency also determined
by need through the development of the IEP.

Residential School:: Residential schools provide needed twenty-four hour comprehensive
services which are unavailable to a pupil 1,eing educated in a special class and living at
home. The program may be in a State-operated, State-supported or approved private
residential school setting and requires approval or appointment by application to the
Commissioner of Education prior to placement.

Re;ource Room Program: A special education program for a pupil with a handicapping
condition registered in either a special class or regular class who is in need of specialized
supplementary insnuction in an individual or small group setting for a portion of the
school day.

Special Class: A class consisting of pupils with the same handicapping condi.tons or with
differing handicapping conditions, who have been grouped together because of similar
educational needs for the purpose of being provided a special education program. (For
purposes of this report, special class refers to a class of special eduction students in a
regular education environment in either the home or neighboring school district.)
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(1:1=1; 2-7=

SPECIAL EDUCATION SURVEY FOR PARENTS

8-9/ I . H old is your child? yews [Note: If you have more than one child with a handicapping condition,
please fill out this survey for one of your children only]

2. How did the Committee on Special Educadon (CSE) classify your child's handicapping condition?
(If "multiply handicapped," check all handicapping conditions that apply to your child, in addition to "multi-
ply handicapped.")

10 don't know

11

12

13

learning disabled

mentally retarded

hard of Inaring

14 multiply handicapped

15 speech impaired

16

17

emotionally disturbed

orthopedically impaired

20

21

autistic

deaf

visually impaired

other health impaired

3. What school does your child attend?

Name

22-28/ City/Town

School District

4. Approximately how many minutes does your child spend traveling to and from his school prop= each day?

29-31/ minutes

5. Where does your child receive his/her education? (Check all that apply)

32 regular clasr, (class in local public school with non-handicapped children)

33 resource room (supplementary instruction for at least three hours a week)

34 special class in home district's public school (self-contained class of special education students)

35 special class in other district's public school

36 BOCES Center

37 private day school

38 hospital

39

40

41

42

at home

does not presently attend any educational program

live-in/residential placement, public or private

correctional facility

43 other (specify)

6. If your child ever had a problem attending any educational prpgram, please indicate why.

44/ i placement not available

2 disagreement with school district about Aaceimnt

3 child suspendea and tutoring not provided

4 other (specify)

7 . On a scale from 1 (low satisfaction) to 5 (high satisfaction,, how satisfied are you with your child's school
program? (Circle one only)

45/ 1 2 3 4 5

Very Neutral Very
Dissatisfied Satisfied

1 70
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8. If you are not completely satisfied with your child's school program, why not? (Check all that apply)
46 too much traveling involved

47 not enough time spent with non-handicapped children

48 child is ridiculed by non-handicRoped children

49 teacher is aot trained enough to deal with your child's handicapping condition
50 not enough provisiors for personal attention/educatior

51 not enough support services (e.g., aide, interpreter, consultant, etc.)

52 classes too large

53 other (specify)

9. What would be your choice for your child's school setting? (Check all that apply)
54__ regular class 60 private day school
55 special class in home district's public school 61 hospital
56 special class in other district's public school 62 at home
57 BOCES Center 63 correctional facility
58 live-in/residential setting, public or private 64 other (specify)
59 resource room

10. Which of the following meetings regarding your child's Indivi. nhzed Education Program (IEP) did you
attend? (Check all that apply)

65 meeting (IEP Phase I) with the Committee on Sv...cial Education (CSE)
66 planning conference(lEP Phase II) with the teacher to develop IEP recommendation
67 neither

11. If you did not attend any of the meetings, why not? (Chect^ all that apply)

68 not informed of a meeting

69 time of meeting was inconvenient

70 have confidence in the opinion/decision of the Committee on Special Education (CSE)/tezcher
71 no transportation to get to meeting

72 other (specify)

12. Please indicate the amount of irteraction your child has with ncm-handic,pped children ir. academic programs
(e.g., English, Math, Social Studies, Shop, Home Economics, ^ tc.)

73/ 1 no interaction 2 some interaction 3 full interaction 4 don't know
13. On a scale from 1 (low satisfaction) to 5 (high satisfaction), how safisfied are you with the amount ofinteraction

your child has with non-handicapped children in academic programs? (Circle one only)
74/ 1 2 3 4 5

Very
Dissatisfied

Neutral Very
Satisfied

14. Please indicate the amount of interaction your child has with non-handicapped children in social activities (e.g.,
cafete-ia, field trips, etc.)

i no interaction 2 some interaction 3 full interaction 4 don't know75/

15. On a scale fn- al 1 (low satisfaction) to 5 (high satisfaction), how satisfied are you with the amount of interaction
your child has with non-harrlicapped children in social activities? (Circle one only\

276/ 1

Very
Dissatisfied

(2:1=2; 2-7=1:2-7)

3

Neutral

nz.

4 5

Very
Satisfied



6. Please check (1) the services RECOMMENDED for your child, and (2) the services PRESEMLY NOT PRO-
VIDED to your child.

RECOMMENDED PRESENTLY
SERVICES NOT PROVIDED

8-9/ aide

10-11/ interpreter

12-13/ consultant teacher

14-15/ speech therapy

16-17/ audiology

18-19/ psycholocfical services

20-21/ physical therapy

22-23/ occupational therapy

24-25/ counseling services

26-2 // school health services

28-29/ school social work

30-31/ medical services

32-33/ other (specify)

17. If your child does not receive all the services recommended in the Individualized Education Program (IEP), why
not?

34/ the school district doesn't follow the recommendation by the Committee on Special Education (CSE)

2 recommended services (specialists) are not available

3 other (specify)

18. If you think that your child's InciMilualized Education Pmgmm (IEP) does not include all the services he/she
needs, why? (Check all that apply)

35 classification of handicapping condition was not correct

36 assessment was inadequate

37 specific services have not been recommended

38 not enough hours of services

39 other (specify)

19. Apf. Jximately how many days after the school district appioved your child's most recent IndividualiLed EductktA
Program (LEP) was the program fully i:iplemented?

40/ 1 30 days or less 2_, more than 31i days

20. Do you believe your child needs a summer educadonal program?

41/ 1 yes 2 no

21. If you answered "yes" to #20, did your child have a summer educational program in the summer of 1988?

42! 1 yes 2 no

3



27. Please check (1) the following methods that you lcnow were used to assess your child's handicapping condi-
tion and (2) how adequate you feel each assessment was? (Check all that apply)

43/ don't know

2[

2[

?[

] somewhat adequate

] somewhat adequate

] somewhat adequate

3[ ] inadequate

3[ ] inadequate

3[ ] inadequate

44-45/ physical examination
1( ] very adequate

46-47/ psychological examination
1[ ] very adequate

48-49/ socks, history
1[ ] very adequate

50-51/_ classroom observation
[ ] very adequate 2[ somewhat adk. *late 3[ I inauequate

52-53/_ educational evaluation
i[ very adequate 2[ ] somewhat adequate 3( ] inadequate

54 55/____ consultation with specialist
i[ very adequate 21 ] somewhat adequate 3[ ] inadequate

56.57/_ other (specify)

1[ ] very adequate 2[ ] somewhat adequate 3[ ] inadequate

23 Are you aware that:

(A) You have a right to have your child evalua zd privately should you disagree with the school district's
evaluation?

58/ yes 2 no

(B) The scht ' district may be required to pay for such an evaluadon?

59/ 1 yes 2 no

24. Who provided you with a copy of A Parent's Guide w Spcctal Education?

60/ 1 I don't have a copy 4 a pamnt grout.

2

3

an advocate

the school district

5 other (specify)

25. Did the school district tell you about free advocacy servic,-s to help you with a problem?

61/ 1 yes 2 no

26. If you eve! had a disagreement with your school district regarding your child's placement, program, or
services, please specify the area of disagreement. (Cneck all that apply)

62 eligibility or identification

appropriateness of special education services

related services

65 placemoit

6b procedural issues

other (specify)

27. Did you try to resolve the problem?

I yes 2 no

(3:1=3: 2-7=1:2-7)
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28. If you tried to resolve a problem, please cheer( (1) the method you used to resolve it, and (2) how successful

you were with that method. (Check all that apply)

8 9/
informal conference with the teacher

i[ ) very successful 2( I somewhat successful 3( I unsuccessful

informal conference with the principal
t[ very successful 2( ; soul -what successful 3( ) unsuccessful10-11/

12-13/
informal conference with the Committee on Special Education (CSE)

r[ ) very successful 4 1 somewhat uccessful 3( I unsuccessful

14_15/ intervention by an advocate
r[ very successful 2[ somewhat successful unsuccessful

16-17/ threat of an impartial hearing
r[ ) very successful 2( I somewhat successful 3[ unsuccessful

18-19/ impartial hearing
i[ ] very successful 2[ somewhat successful 3( I unsuccessful

20-21/ appeal to the cor nissioner
r[ ) very successr- I 4 ) somewhat successful 3( I unsuccessful

22-23/ litigation
r[ ) very successful 2( ) somewhat successful 3( ] unsuccessful

24-251_ "504" (Civil Rights) complaint
t[ ] very successful 2( ) somewhat sumssful 3( J unsuccessful

26-27/ intervention by other meai.s (please specify)
i[ ] very successful 2[ I somewhat successful 3( I unsuccessful

29. lf you did not try to resolve a problem, why not? (Check all that apply)

28 you felt intimidated

29 you were afraid of repercussions

30 you didn't have enough knowledge about laws, regulations, your rights, etc.

31 lack '-ocacy services

32 other (specify)

30. Have you been informed by the school district of your right to request an impartial hearing?

33/ yes no

31. If you had an impartial hearing who represented you at the hearing?

34/ attorney 3 self

2 advocate 4 other (specify)

31 Who represented the school district at the impartial hearing?

35/ don't know 3 administrator

2 attorney 4 other (specify)

36/

13. In your opinion, ww the impartial hearing fair?

yes 2 no

5 .



34. If not, what did you object to? (Check all that apply)

37 the selection of the Hearing Officer by the school district

38 the lack of impartiality of the Hearing Officer

39 the school district had an attorney and I didn't have one
ao other (specify)

35. If the questions didn't address specific concerns you may have or have had concerning your child's educa-
tion, please specify such concerns in the space below (e.g., transportation issues, suspension related issues,
etc.)

(Note: Attach additional pages, if necessary)

THANK YOU!

Please return to:

NYS Commission on Quality of Care

for the Mentally Disabled

99 Washington Avenue, Suite 1002

Albany, NY 12210 Attn. Spacial Education Survey
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NYS ARC
-Newsletter "Our Children's Voice," December 1988

Epilepsy Association of the Capital District, Inc.
- 200 copies

NYS Head Injury Ass3ciation, Inc.
-100 copies

NYS UCP
-1,672 copies

Spina Bifida & Hydrocephalus Association of New York State

-188 copies

NYS society for Autistic Citizens
-528 copies

NYALD, New York Association for the Learning Disabled
-4,500 copies

NYS Parents of Visually Handicapped Children, Inc.
-668 copies

North Country Legal Services
-100 copies

Mid-Hudson Legal Services
-100 copies

Advocacy for the Developmeatally Disabled, Inc.
76 copies

Broome Legal Assistance Corp.
-36 copies

Legal Services of Central New York
782 copies

Parents on Placement
-100 copies

Statewide Parent Organization
-400 copies
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NEFVORI

TX13 MTh OF IZARNING

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/ THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK / ALBANY N Y 12234

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WTTH HANOCAPPING CONDMONS

April 16, 1990

Mr. Clarence Sundram, Chairperson
Commission on Quality of Care
for the Mentally Disabled

99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1002
Albany, New York 12210

Dear Chairperson Sundmm:

Thank you for the recent opportunity to meet with you and your staff to Jiscuss the
findings and recommendations of a draft report entitled: "Special Education: Parents'
Perspectives". Commissioner Sobol has requested that I communicate the Department's
response to the recommendations made in the report. The recommendations included in
the report confirm, in part, what we have previously determined through various
monitoring, training and teamical assistance activities. We have initiated various efforts
that parallel the recommendations under the general headings of least restrictive
environment, vocational education, teacher education and training, related services and
parental involvement.

As we discussed, and as acknowledged in the report, the findings of the study do
not reflect a true statewide representation of parents' persp-xtives. The respondents
distribution does not match the distribution of parents' geographically or by the nature of
the respective childrens' handicapping conditions. Therefore, the acknowledged limitation
mitigates against any statewide generalizations, although we were pleased that parents who
recponded to the survey generally expressed positive levels of satisfaction.

During oui receni meeting, it was noted that a separate analysis of New York City
data was not included in the report. This information would be useful in determining the
e;sparity, if any, between the tisfaction of New York City parents and that of parents
in the rest of the State.



The following represents tit Office's responses to the recommendations included
in this report. These responses will address the recommendations in the order in which
they were stated in the report.

Least Restrictive Environment

Recommendation: All indiridualized education programs (IEPs) should include a written
justification for the placement of a child with a handicapping condition
outsile of the regular classroom setting; and all IF.Ps should include
documentation on the extent and mariner in which children with
handicapping conditions will participate with their nonhandicapped
peers in academic and/or social activities.

Response: The training program for Committee on Special Education members
conducted by the OECHC will be strengthened to include an emphasis on
maximizing students' with handicapping conditions involvement with
nonhandicapped peers and on the need to consider regular education support
services prior to the provision of special education. This information will
reinforce procedures that are currently stipulated in Education Law and in
the Part 200 Regulations that require Committees on Special Education
(CSEs) to consider regular education support services prior to classification
and at all subsequent review meetings. In addition, these requirements also
specify that the IEP should includf: details of the student's regular education
participation. if appropriate. This provision will similarly be reemphasized
in training and monitoring activities.

This Office will include an article in School Executive's Bulletin and
Newsbriefs that reinforces the information specified in this recommendation.

Recommendation: The Co, imission recommends that the State Education Department
ensure that school districts do not displace existing special education
programs to less integrated settings in order to accommodate regular
education initiatives.

Response: The Division of Program Monitoring will continue to monitor school districts
and Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) in regard to the
provision of space for special education programs. District plans and
BOCES five year plans will be the context for monitoring efforts. The
Education Department, through this Office and the Office of Educational
Finance and Management Services, has been working closely with districts
and BOCES to resolve space shortages. This effort will continue in order
to eliminate these crisis situations and to develop a strategy to provide a long
term systematic solution.



Recommendation: The Commission supports the increased utilization by many school
districts of consultant teacher services to facilitate and enhance the
education of children with handicapping conditions in main-tream
environments.

Response: The OECHC agrees with this recommendation and will continue to support
the implementation of this service for eligible students on a statewide basis.
Several initiatives are nnderway to expand the use of this service. Institutes
on coosultant teacher services will again be offered during the summer of
1990. These Institutes will be designed to provide effective approaches for
delivering direct and indirect services to students requiring this service
pursuant to their approved Individualized Education Programs.

In addition, a program for regular and special education administrators will
be conducted on May 17th - 18th, 1990 to provide these individuals with
strategies and approaches for implementing this service at the district and
building levels.

Finally, a training progn.m is currently being developed through the
collaborative efforts of representatives of Teacher Centers and Special
Education Training and Resource Centers (SETRC) on consultant teacher
services. This program is being designee in a manner that will en; 'Ile the
program to be conducted by regular educators and special educators. It is
anticipated that this progr2m will be available during the fall of 1990 for
statewide dissemination.

Vocational Education

Recommendation: The Commission recommends that school districts provide educational
environments in the work pLce where high school s:udents can learn
in real work environments.

Response: This Office agrees with the recommendation to improve the coordination of
special edtration, vocational rehabilitation and occupational programs for
students with handicapping c.onditions in order to increase the availability of
real work situations. This effort will be addressed through cooperative
activities planned by this Office, the Office of General and Occupational
Education and the Office of Vocational and Educational Services for
Individuals with Disabilities (VES ..)). It is the intent of VESID to expand
supported employment opport unities and other community-based experiences
that would afford "real-lifc" job training opportunities for students with
handicapping conditions.



Teacner Education and Training

Recommendation. The Commission recommends that the State Education Department
amend sections of the rules and regulation; of the Commissioner of
Education governing teacher certificat'on to require a minimum
number of credit hours in special education during college training in
order to ensure that teachers are adequately prepared to educate
children with handicapping conditions in integrated classroom
environments.

Response: Aithough OECHC has supported a recommendation for several years which
would require specific coursework in special education for all teaders, we
have been unsuccessful because so many other disciplines have made similar
requests to change requirements included in the teacher preparation
programs. E'nce several other groups have requested that information
regarding their program area be infused in teacher preparation programs,
the E irtment has taken the position that it would be impossible to
acconn. idate the various proposals and still maintain a reasonable preserv;ce
program.

However, the Board of Regents adopted new requirements for tht
certification of elementary and secondary school teachers, effective September
1 , 1993. Certification will be granted to teachers who have completed an
approved program. An approved program will prepate elementary and
secondary teachers to create a productive learning environment, monitor and
assess learning; address the special developmental and educational needs for
students at all levels covered by the certificate; and work effectively with
students from minority cultures, student.; from homes where English is not
spoken, students with handicapping conditions, and gifted and talented
students. Enclosed is a copy of the new certification requi:..ments for your
information.

Recommendation: The Special Education Training and Resource Centers (SETRC)
should augment their inservice tra:nilg afAivities for regular educators
and develop special panels comprised of regular educators and parents
in order to oemonstrate effective teaching methods.

Response: SETRCs currently conduct training for teachers who are involved in the
education of children and youth with handicapping conditions. As of this
date, approximately 15,000 regular education teachers have attended 3,400
hours of training provided by SETRC Training Specialists during the 1989-
90 school year. Many of these efforts are carried out in conjunction with
representatives of the Teacher Centers. The OECHC will continue to
suppo: I. these collaborative efforts and encourage the continued pi ovision of

1 r\
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training and information dissemination to regular education teachers. In
addition, we will continue to encourage, when appropriate, that parents
whose children have received special education co-conduct training programs
with SETRC Training Specialists.

Related Services

Recommendation: The Commission recommends that the Eaication Department identify
innovative strategies to enhance the availability of related service.,
personnel including the potential for establishing tuition fcrgiveress
programs through grants for personnel preparation awarded 1;1 me
U.S. Department of Education and/or utiliz-Ition of 'he Health
Seivices Corps. Program administered by the State Department of
Health.

Response: The Office for Eitication of Children with Handicapping Conditions, in
conjunction with the Office of Higher and Continuing Education's Division
of Academic Program Review, is making available funds for projects designed
to increase the number of provisionally and permanently certifieu teachers
of the blind and partially sighted. Th;s approach will be ised as a model,
if successful, for addressing personnel shortages in other areas, including
lelated service providers.

The r-.2uthorization of the Education of the Handicapped Act (EHA) calls
for financial incentives to Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) for the
purpose of increasing participants in special education preservice preparation
programs. This Office fully supports the proposed language in a House bill
to ret uthorize the EHA.

Recommendation: The State Education Department should undertake a study of the
transportation problems faced by children with handicapping
conditions.

Response: I will meet with Frank O'Connor, Assistant Commissioner for the Office of
Education Finance and Management Services, to address issues regarding the
transportation of children and youth with handicapping conditions and to
determine the feasibility of conducting a study of this topic. Following our
discussions, I will apprise you of the results.

Parental Involvement

Recommendation: The Commission recommends that parents be afforded an opportunity
and enc( uraged to record their comments and/or concerns on their
child's individualized education pcogram. It is further recommended



that the Education Department modify its monitoring of school district
performance by providing for a sampling of parents to ensure that
school district procedures and notices are effectively informing narents
of their rights including the right to obtain an independent evaLiation
at no cost to the parents.

Response: Through Department training activities, Committees on Special Education
(CSE) will be encouraged to afford parents the opportunity to more fully
participate in their child's individualized education program (IEP). The
Education Department will continue to monitor school districts to ensure that
parents receive the appropriate notices in accordance with their due process
rights and have opportunities to submit oral and written information tr, the
Committees. This Office will include an article in School Executive's Bulletin
and Newsbriefs that reinforce these rights.

Recommendation: The State Education Department should publish a brodture for
parents which briefly and clearly specifies the rights of parents with
handicapping conditions.

Response: The OECHC wi] soon publish a revised version of Your Child's Right to
an Education. In an effort to address the needs of parents from lower socio-
economic backgrourkis, ochures are being developed that will address
specific issues pertaining to special education. These brochures will address
the issues of referral, the CSE process, the IEP, transition and understanding
regular and special education. The publicati, :..s will be written on
approdmately 4 fifth grade reading level. Careful consideration will be taken
to introduce concepts in a manner that is comprehensible to this targeted
group of parents. It is anticipated that these pamphlets will be available in
several languages within the next few months.

Recommendation: The State Education Department should require that each school
district hold at least two diArict-wide infornation training programs
for parents with handicapping conditions each school year.

Response: This Office will continue to encourage SETRCs to offer training for parents
of children and youth with handicapping conditions for each school district
served by the SETRC. As of this date, 11,000 parents of children with
handicapping conditions have attended 2,600 houis of training sponsored by
SETRC during the current project year. In addition, the SETRCs of the
'Big Five" city school districts have been provided additional funds from
OECHC to expand training programs and outreach activities for parents of
disabled clalren who are limited English proficient arid those from diverse
cultural backgrounds who do not typically take advantage of such
opportunities.



Reccmmendation: The Commission in coopeiation with other advocacy agencies for
parerts of children with handicapping conditions should huid periodic
regional meetings and conferences for the purpose of informing
parents of the availability of educational advocacy services.

Response: The OECHC encourages the Commission to proceed with these training
programs and would be wilEng to assist the Commission in publicizing the
availability of these sessions and in reviewing materials to be disseminated
at these regional conference-.

Due Process

Recommend Rion: The State Education Department should amend Section 200.1 (o) of
the rules and regulations of the Commissioner to strengthen the
standards governing the qualifications of individuals who may be
selected to serve as impartial hearing officers.

Resp3nse: The Department is currently reviewing the appropriateness of the current
procedures for appointing and training impartial hearing officers. This
Office will take into consideration the suggestions of the Commission as we
move forward in this process.

Recommendation: The State Education Department should expand the availability of
mediation services to parents in all school districts in order to provide
parents/school districts with the option of using such a nonadversarial
procedure for resolving complaints.

Response: As you are aware, wv. are currently working with the Commission on the
mediation demonstration project. As a result of the findings of the study,
we will be making recommendations, if warranted, to amend the current due
process system to include the availabilit) of mediation as an additional means
for resolving disputes between Boards of Education and parents on a
statewide basis.

Recommendation: The State Education Department should ensure that school districts
maintain lists of advocacy services amid that parents are informed in
writing of the availability of such services.

Response: Section 200.3 of the Regulations of the Commissioner requires that school
districts include in their notices to parents lists of agencies where free or
low cost legal service can be obtained. The OECHC will continue to
monitor school districts for compliance with this procedure. An article will
be iucluded in School Executive's Bulletin and Newsbriefs to reinforce the
need for districts to comply with this reLorement.



Again, thank you for sharing the report with us. I look forward to our continued
working relationship on behalf of child-en and youth with handicapping conditions and
their parents.

Sincerely,

Thomas B. Neveldine
Assistant Cmmissioner

TBN:fr
Enclosure
cc: Thomas Sobol

Lionel R. Meno
Marcel C. Aim
Bob Melby
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